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From the Chief Commander

The big Five-Oh!! Fifty long years!
In August at a friendly little meeting
in Huron, we celebrated the Commander’s 50th birthday. Wow! I can
remember when I was 50. Life was
good, I was just getting into my
stride, and had just purchased a 38
Commander Sedan. I had seen a
38 when I was really young (25)
and had been lusting for one ever
since. After flirting with a number of
non-Commanders, even a couple
of sailboats, we began our life with
Commanders in 1988 and have not
looked back. We are now on our
3rd Commander, and we’ve loved
them all.
Why have Commanders survived
and flourished for 50 years and are
still going strong? Certainly the
styling genius of Chris-Craft VP Bill
MacKerer and Chief Stylist Fred
Hudson, later joined by Dick Avery,
created a classic look that still
looks attractive today. In fact,
many club members think today’s
boat styling trends are ugly, soulless Clorox bottles.
Another reason for 50 years is
the very robust construction techniques, from extremely thick hand
lay-up of fiberglass to Chris-Craft
not cutting corners by coring layups with things like balsa wood
which certainly negatively affect
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longevity. One great tribute to
Commanders is that one can lay
exposed to the elements for many
years and still be restored to life by
a dedicated owner. The “bones”
are that good & strong. The club
has many examples of restorations
that exceed new quality, even
when starting with a long neglected boat that has been sitting in unfriendly elements. Certainly Commanders have “good genes” as a
doctor might say. Like me many
years ago, the Commander is just
“getting into their stride”. The future is bright for Commanders for
more reasons than mentioned
above. Economics is another reason we can reasonably expect another 50 years of Commanders.
Many of today’s new boats are not
only unattractive; they are priced
out of reach for many would be
boaters. Our new Classified section is a good example of many,
many really good boats for sale
with mostly attractive pricing. Back
when Patty & I were looking for a
38 Commander, there was no
such thing as listings on the Internet or the club’s Classified section.
We essentially were limited to
newspaper ads for boats for sale
which in our case were limited to
the newspapers from Chicago, Detroit, & Cleveland. We drove thousands of miles in our quest for a
good 38, having nothing more than
a newspaper description of “Bristol
condition” which more often than
not turned out to be a project boat.
We would have really appreciated
something like our Classified section with detailed descriptions &
pictures.

about a 100 year celebration for
Commanders! Our members cumulative knowledge of acquiring,
restoring or just maintaining a
Commander is unequaled anywhere. This knowledge is easily
accessible through our website,
discussion & classified forums,
plus our popular SuperDisc and
Resource Collection.
So, we start with a beautifully
designed and constructed series of
first generation Commanders. We
have good “genes”. We have the
Internet and our website to aid prospective owners to locate & acquire a Commander. We have an
economic situation that favors well
designed and maintained used
(previously owned) boats. We
have the collective knowledge and
experience of hundreds of dedicated owners who share this
knowledge through postings on
our forum. The best & most relevant of these postings are archived
and available through our SuperDisc, the last version of which contained over 14,000 indexed posts
on “Things Commander”. Our website is a treasure trove of information. The content of our Library
section is mind boggling, a mere
mouse click away. Members contribute how-to articles & videos,
share valuable and hard to find
technical data & articles such as
manuals, guides, diagrams, drawings, etc., all posted by members.

Perhaps dear reader, you
now understand why I am so
sure there will be a 100th birthday celebration for Commanders in 2064 !

The club itself is an entity helpDick Morland
ing ensure another 50 years for Chief Commander
Commanders, so that some day a
successor to me will be writing chiefcommander.commanderclub@gmail.com
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From The Crew

A Word
From
The
Editor
Being a Commander owner is like
being part of something special; a
part of history. I have found that a
neglected boat, with Commander
quality at its core, makes it worth
every minute and every penny
invested to bring her back.
I, personally, am on my second
Commander, starting with a 1967
38’ Commander, and now enjoying a 1977 410 Commander.
Both boats had seen better days
and needed a lot of work. Being
brought up on wood boats, I was
no stranger to hard work so I was
up to the task. I’ve spent fifteen
years working these two boats
and my appreciation grows each
day.
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After 50 years, these boats are standing the test of time and after 15 years
the Commander Club is larger and
more valuable than ever. The club,
founded by Dick Morland, Rob
Cutchins, Todd Heinrich, Curt Radford, & Paul Pletcher, was created to
provide a place for people, with a
shared appreciation of the Commander, a place to “gather”. Communication within the group started with
emails, back and forth. Eventually,
the club graduated to a website that
introduced the club to a larger audience.
Fifteen years later, the club
has more than 1700 members, in 30
different countries. We have a BestOf-Breed website that contains a
wealth of knowledge, as well as, a
Facebook page. The club is able to
offer diagrams, schematics, and access to some of the industry’s premier
resources, all for free!!!!

how they named their boats in
“What’s In A Name”. Your Executive
Committee members shares reports
on their respective areas and we revisit the rendezvous and the awards
presented.
A BIG thank you to all that submitted
articles for this issue. This newsletter
would not exist without you !!!!
I am always looking for ideas and
feedback, so do not hesitate emailing
me your ideas and thoughts to
pr.commanderclub@gmail.com.
Happy Holidays!!!
Pam Sorensen
Editor & Public Relations

I hope you enjoy this latest issue of
Styled In Fiberglass and find it informative and entertaining. In this issue, you will learn about the history of
the Commander, read a cautionary
tale for fire prevention, gain valuable
information about varnish and application techniques, and determine if
your boat might under-insured. Many,
many members share their stories of
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From The Crew
June, July and August 2014 had the Use the Help Section to find out how
highest number of posts since the to post photos, create photo albums,
club started 15 years ago.
keep track of forum posts, set e-mail
notifications, use smartphones and
3 boats sold in the classifieds section tablets.
within a month of posting

A Word From
The
Archivist
Fun Facts as of the end of
September 2014

57 - average number of new mem- http://commanderclub.com/page/help
bers per month

Interesting Places to visit on
the website besides the
Discussion Forum

282 Chris Craft Commander Club Library Links - We have compiled a
burgees are proudly displayed new and unparalleled list of links and
around the globe.
contact details to a wide array of
suppliers dealing specifically with
Largest Commander Rendezvous
Commander accessories, spare
ever at our 50th/15th Anniversary
parts and service. It is a treasure
Celebration held in Huron, OH Autrove for those of you hunting for
gust 1-3. See details elsewhere in
those hard to find items. Check it
this issue.
out!

Have you visited the Dock Shop?
Here you can shop for Commander
Club apparel, drinkware, the 2015
Commander Club Calendar and other cool stuff.
http://www.cafepress.com/command
erclub
When our new site was launched in
February 2013 I never dreamed we
could provide so many resources to
help fulfill our mission to inform, enrich and enlighten enthusiasts &
owners of these classic fiberglass
motor vessels. The site has information that can only be found here
because you, the members, are so
generous sharing your knowledge
and experience. Thank you!!!

http://commanderclub.com/page/
35 Superdisc 9.0 have been sold. 12 links
Resource Collection Vol. 1 have
been sold. Superdisc 10.0 is being
planned for sale by March 2015. If
you already have a superdisc you
Library Files - This section contains Char Pike * Archivist
can get the 10.0 upgrade for only
copies of manuals, guides, dia$25.
archivist.commanderclub@gmail.com
grams, drawings etc provided by
members.
3890 posts on the discussion forum
(892 more than last year) of which http://commanderclub.com/page/file1047 have been archived with 223 index
attachments
168 photo albums
3706 photos

Wonder where something is? Use
the search feature in the upper right
hand corner.

73 videos
33 boats for sale ads
8 accessories ads
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Wonder how to do use a website
feature?
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From The Crew
A Word
From The
Membership
Chair
Fun Facts About Our
Membership

Members By State
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
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Number of
Members
24
4
10
6
87
3
39
3
5
155
31
1
1
74
16
12
4
15
17
6
50
27
270
26
5

State
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Non US
Virgin Islands

Number of
Members
19
1
2
3
5
46
2
116
26
1
129
17
11
35
4
10
17
2
27
78
5
6
41
40
5
27
158
1

Members By Country
Country
Argentina
Aruba
Belgium
Brazil

Number of
Members
1
2
1
1

Country
Canada
Costa Rica
Croatia
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Gibraltar
Greece
Italy
Jersey
Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Rio de Janeiro
Serbia
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad
Tunisia
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela

Number of
Members
87
1
3
1
1
10
3
1
3
9
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
4
5
1
1
1
3
1569
2
2

Members By Boat Year
Boat Year
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

Number
20
38
73
139
181
207
94
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From The Crew
A Word
From The
Membership
Chair
Members By Boat Year
Boat Year
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Number
70
104
45
32
29
22
40
35
36
30
11
15
31
52
47

Boat Year
1986
1987
1988
1989
Post 1989
Pre 1964
Don't know

Number
29
10
11
9
10
29
28

Members By
Boat Length
Both Length
19'
23'
27'
28'
30'
31'
35'
36'
38'
41'
42'

Number
21
21
82
14
32
284
131
37
216
62
126

Both Length
47'
55'
60'
268
282
315
332
333
336
338
360
380
382
392
410
420
422

Number
119
19
7
9
5
14
19
21
11
2
18
1
3
9
66
3
6

Marcia Elkins * Membership
membership.commanderclub@gmail.com

1973 30’ Express
“High Voltage “
Owned By: Ricky L Sparks,
Alabama, USA
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From The Crew

A Word From
The
Treasurer
Fall is in the air around the Great
Lakes and our boats are being secured for their annual period of hibernation. The winter months in the
north ensure we fully appreciate the
summer season and give us time to
catch up on annual maintenance
items. This winter we can look back
and reflect on last summer’s national
rendezvous in Huron, Ohio which
once again proved to be a great
gathering of friends and Commanders. This year’s event came in right
on budget with the Club subsidizing
$6,000 of the catering costs in order

to extend a 50% discount on food Next year will mark my final year as
pricing to all participants.
Treasurer of the Club. Our bylaws
include term limits for both the Chief
Commander and Treasurer. If you
While you’re surfing the CCCC web- have some basic accounting skills
site and browsing the photos of last and you’re interested in giving back
summer’s festivities, think about to the Club, please consider volunplanning some fun for next summer teering to be the Club’s next Treasby organizing a get-together of your urer. The books are maintained uslocal CCCC friends for a regional ing Quicken and the banking is all
rendezvous. The Club will help sup- handled online so it can be done
port your fun by underwriting certain from anywhere. If you’re interested
expenses up to $500 for two regional in helping out or have any questions,
rendezvous. Get your ideas and please contact me or any member of
plans submitted to Char Pike as the Executive Committee for more
information.
soon as possible.
The Club’s overall finances remain in
good shape with cash balances totaling $12,000 at the end of October. Mike Schrage * Treasurer
This money is used to pay for the
Club’s website hosting and is suffi- treasurer.commanderclub@gmail.com
cient to keep the site funded for
many years to come.

1967 47’ Commander
Owned By: Russell Madden,
Texas, USA
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From The Crew
CommanderClub.com Website Metrics
February 2013—September 2014

A Word
From The
WebMaster
The summer months are obviously the busiest boating months for
most of our members and a lot of
time is spent onboard our beloved
Commanders. Once aboard, photo opportunities arise, the need to
resolve unexpected problems becomes a high priority, or the curiosity about that Commander
sighting need to be fulfilled. Perhaps it is no surprise then that
these months are also the busiest
months on our website.
August turned out all time high
numbers all around. Highest number of visits, most page views,
highest number of visitors and
record number of smart phones
and tablets were used to access
the site. etc. As you can see from
the graphs, figures for the months
of May through July were also
very busy months.
On average, over a twelve month
period our site is visited by members and non-members 9,500
times each month. Visitors spend
more than 5 minutes per visit and
all together they crunch through
62,000 pages. Each month! I suppose one could say that it is a
good indication of the value our
members and visitors attribute to
commanderclub.com!

Alarik von Hofsten * Webmaster
Webmaster.commanderclub@gmail.com
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Classic Glass

Originally Written By: Curt Radford., MD, Co-Founder of Chris-Craft Commander Club

As appeared in the July-August 1997 issue of
“Classic Boating”
Several years ago, I attended
an antique and classic boat
show on the Lake Winnebago
system in Wisconsin. As I was
docking our 1967 38' Chris
Craft Commander, I was met
by a very angry show representative who demanded that I
leave. When I asked why, I was
told, "You know why." The implied reason was that our boat
was of fiberglass and not of
wood construction. I argued
that our boat was older than
many there on display. Despite
this fact, we were not able to tie up the boat. Another
show representative appeared and explained that the
protected but temporary dock system set up for the show
would not be able to accommodate our large cruiser. He
kindly helped us maneuver our boat to another location
away from the show and tied us up with other fiberglass
cruisers of modern vintage. We were not allowed to enter
the show even though a fiberglass Century runabout was
registered and on display at the show.
Brock Yates, a regular featured columnist for Boating
magazine, received a similar reception when he took his
1966 16' Donzi to an antique boat show in Alexandria
Bay, New York. Although he was allowed to enter his boat
at the show, many wooden boat enthusiasts considered
his boat's presence a "heresy." Some labeled his boat
"plastic;" others called it a "Clorox bottle." Needless to
say, Mr. Yates' boat did not win any awards. Unfortunately, there is a bias in antique and classic boating circles
that frowns upon fiberglass boats from the 1950s, 60s
and 70s.
Not long ago, I attended a classic Corvette car show in
the area. Fiberglass Corvettes were just as welcomed
and esteemed as their steel counterparts. Hence, it
makes no sense for classic boat shows to ignore fiberglass boats of classic vintage. The purpose of this article
is to trace the history of the develop of the fiberglass boat
and, more particularly, the 38' Chris Craft Commander,
the first Chris Craft all fiberglass cruiser. Perhaps this will
help serve to eliminate some of the current bias against
classic fiberglass boats. According to the Antique & Classic Boat Society's classifications of antique boats, a classic is a boat built be between 1943 and 1968 inclusive.
Clearly, our 1967 Commander, according to this description, irrespective of the hull material, is a classic.
F A L L 2 01 4

History of Fiberglass

According to the World Book Dictionary, fiberglass is defined as "very fine, flexible filaments of glass; spun glass."
The fibers may be many times finer than human hair and
may look and feel like silk. Before the time of Christ,
Egyptians used glass fibers for home decorations. An
American glass manufacturer, Edward Drummond Libbey,
exhibited an all fiberglass dress at the World Columbian
Expo position held during 1893 in Chicage. Germany
used fiberglass as a substitute for asbestos during World
War I.
Not until the 1930s were the Owens-Illinois Glass Company (now called Owens-Illinois, Inc.) and the Corning Glass
Works able to de develop practical ways to manufacture fiberglass commercially. Since then, when combined
with plastic, fiberglass has been used to make a wide variety of products including textiles, automobiles, boats,
swim swimming pools, insulation, fishing rods, etc. Fiberglass has been around for a very long time and is not
necessarily a new construction material.
Fiberglass is manufactured from sand and other raw materials which make up glass. One way of making fiberglass consists of taking these raw materials and heating
them into small glass marbles which can be screened for
impurities. These marbles are then melted down in furnaces which have tiny holes at the bottom. As the fiberglass strands are extruded from the furnace, a spinning
drum winds them on bobbins similar to winding thread
on spools. This drum spins rapidly, which lengthens and
thins the fiberglass fibers. These fibers can then be twisted into yarns or cords. The yarns are then woven into
cloth, tape or other types of fabrics.
Another method of fiberglass manufacturing called the
"direct melt process" eliminates the marble making steps.
Bulk fiberglass or fiberglass wool is made some what differently. Again, sand and other raw materials are melted
in a furnace which has tiny holes at the bottom. As the
melted glass is extruded from the furnace, high Pressure
jets of steam catch and lengthen the fibers from 8 to 15
inches. The fibers are then collected on conveyor belts in
the form of a white wood-like mass. When fiberglass is
mixed with plastics, the end product is extremely strong
and lightweight. It also is very pliable and can be molded,
shaped, twisted, and poured in many different ways. It is
an ideal product for making car bodies and boat hulls, and
allows designers much more freedom of expression in
their designs.

(Continued to next page)
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Classic Glass

Originally Written By: Curt Radford., MD, Co-Founder of Chris-Craft Commander Club

(Continued from previous page)

The Marine Fiberglass Revolution

With the availability of commercially manufactured fiberglass, the boating industry took to fiberglass like a duck to
water. Noted designers like Jim Wynne, Ray Hunt, Jack
Hargrave, Don Aronow and Walt Waiters designed new
fiberglass boats in the 50s and 60s that resulted in an
explosion of the boating market.
By the early 60s, Al glass (Pacemaker), AristoCraft, Bertram, Boston Whaler, Century, Chris Craft, Correct Craft,
Donzi, Evinrude, Glastron, Hatteras, Mathis, Owens, Sea
Ray, Thompson son, Thunderbird, and others had new
fiberglass boats plying the waters. These new fiberglass
products helped open the sport of boating to millions of
people who did not have the time, money or patience to
purchase and maintain wooden boats.
Chastened by this experience, Chris Craft decided that
fiberglass was not the material to build boats from and
sold the molds and the business shortly thereafter. Chris
Craft dealers, however, began to clamor for fiberglass
boats as quite a number were then becoming available. In
1959, therefore, Chris Craft launched the new 19-foot Silver Arrow, a beefy, fiberglass encased spruce and mahogany runabout boat. This boat was expensive and quite
heavy. As a result, it did not sell well and production was
terminated after building only 92.In 1955, Chris Craft first
used the new fiberglass technology with the introduction
of the new Cobra run about. The dorsal fin and engine
cover were made of fiberglass. In 1957, Chris Craft
bought a small boat manufacturer from Pompano Beach,
Florida, who made the 15 foot fiberglass Lake 'N Sea out
board runabout. This became Chris Craft's first fiberglass
boat. Unfortunately, this new boat was basically a plywood boat swathed in fiberglass. It turned out the fiberglass tended to delaminate from the plywood and develop
leaks. Hence, the Lake 'N Sea boats became known as
Leak'N Sink.
Again Chris Craft retrenched and continued to focus on
what they knew best - wood construction. Chris Craft began to use fiberglass, however, for cruiser superstructures as well as lavatory sinks, vanities, and the like.
In late 1962, Chris Craft surprised the industry by announcing that they were planning a new 35' all fiberglass
sloop rigged sailboat of which 20 were built in 1963 at
Algonac. This was to be the first of eight sailboat models
built in fiberglass by Chris Craft. This series helped advance Chris Craft's lagging fiberglass boat program. Also
in 1962, a new Research and Development Center was
built in Pompano whose main function was to focus on
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fiberglass construction techniques. Additionally, Chris
Craft purchased Thompson Boat Company of New
York, which gave them a presence in the small fiberglass
runabout and small cruiser market. Meanwhile, larger
cruiser enthusiasts had to listen to Chris Craft dealer arguments that "the Chris Craft people are the biggest build
builders of large pleasure craft in the business. If they
thought fiberglass was any good for boat construction,
they'd be building boats of glass." Hatteras Yacht proved
fiberglass was the large boat construction material of the
future by launching an all fiberglass 41 footer in 1960.
Chris Craft was beginning to lose market share to its competitors. The Golden Age of wood boats had come to an
end and Chris Craft was falling behind.

The 38' Commander Express Cruiser

In 1963, intense activity was going on at the Pompano
Research and Development Center and the new Fiberglass and Tooling Activity Division in Holland, Michigan.
Holland became the focal point of Chris Craft's fiberglass
cruiser program. A new free standing build building was
added to the north mill end of the main building. Chris
Craft Senior Vice President of Manufacturing and Engineering Bill Mackerer got together with a stylist and designed a gorgeous new 38 Commander to be built entirely
out of fiberglass. It was to be "Mac" Mackerer's last boat
design before he retired. The 38' Commander was the
culmination of Mac's nearly half century of de sign and
production experience with Chris Craft.
The 38' Commander was built under strict secrecy. Holland's pattern and prototype shops were boarded off, windows were sealed, and doors were locked. The plugs,
molds and ancillary tooling for the Commander were completed in 1963. This ground breaking cruiser had to have
the best quality molds since they controlled the quality of
the fiberglass finish on all subsequently produced hulls.
Chris Smith (Christopher Columbus Smith's grandson)

(Continued to next page)
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Classic Glass

Originally Written By: Curt Radford., MD, Co-Founder of Chris-Craft Commander Club

(Continued from previous page)
saw to it that each mold was hand sanded. No machine
sanders were allowed that could mar the hull's finish. He
had a dozen people hand sanding the molds for a month.
The Commander hull was made up from three molds: the
bottom, consisting of one piece, and the two sides. The
completed reinforced molds were quite huge and very
heavy. Each one required a separate flat car when they
were shipped down to Florida by train.
The 1964 38' Commander was built and shipped to the
Chicago boat show without any of the Chris Craft dealers
knowing anything about it. Likewise, this dramatic new
design was unveiled at the New York National Motor

Exhaust was vented downward through dual pipes that
exited the hull below the hull side foil to help eliminate
exhaust fumes. Overall, the Commander had a modern,
streamlined appearance produced by the horizontal,
molded, curve linear lines of the spray rail, deck, cabin
top, and pilot house top. The high gloss fiberglass exterior
was a buff or off-white color which required no painting.
The waterline boot stripe was painted in black. Bottom
antifoulant paint was of copper base and color.
Chris Craft did not want the Commander to become another Leak'N Sink model. As a result, Commander hulls
were up to one inch thick and had all fiberglass stiffening
and stringers. In addition, Commanders had self supporting hulls which did not rely on bulkheads or other internal
supports. Chris Craft proudly claimed to have the highest
fiberglass to resin ratio in the industry. A new structural
reinforcer called Synkore was utilized in sandwich construction applications such as decks and cabin tops. This
material provided greater strength than balsa or plywood
and was not susceptible to rot. The Commander hulls
were virtually bullet proof and built to withstand three
times the strains and stresses of running full throttle in 6foot seas.
As mentioned, Chris Craft spent a lot of time in mold
preparation and sanding. Boughton Cobb, Jr. wrote in
Yachting that it "is one of the most beautiful fiberglass
moldings we have ever seen. The high gloss finish, the
absolute fair form of hull and superstructure are the product of carefully built Precision molds."

The painstaking preparation of the molds and the use of
Boat Show in January of 1964. The all fiberglass Com- high quality gel coat by Chris Craft resulted in hard, mirror
mander captured everyone's attention as it stood perched -like finishes that even to this day do not need painting.
at the top of the escalator on a giant, castered cradle.
The Commander hulls were not Prone to blistering as are
some of today's more thin skinned boats. Chris Craft
The first reaction of most people boarding the Command- made a top quality fiberglass boat. The 38' Commander's
er at the New York show was one of amazement at the hull alone weighed 6,000 pounds. Deck and cabin strucgenerous size of the cruiser and its large interior. At the ture added another 900 pounds. Fully fitted with engines
time, it was one of the largest fiberglass production boats and other gear, the Commander weighed approximately
in existence. The new Commander had a rakish yet 20,000 pounds. It had an overall length of 38 feet and a
rounded bow entry reminiscent of the Constellation.
beam of 13 feet.
Also featured were two longitudinal planing strakes as
well as an attractive, molded in, circumferential spray rail
(hull side foils). The boat had a full length keel with modified deep V gullwing planing surface. It had a distinctive V
transom design which was borrowed from Chris Craft's
World War II landing craft. This design was intended to
improve the craft's handling characteristics in a following
sea.
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(Continued to next page)
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Classic Glass

Originally Written By: Curt Radford., MD, Co-Founder of Chris-Craft Commander Club

formica. The port sliding convertible dinette was 6'3" long
and 37" wide. When converted, it provided a comfort able
Forward freeboard was 62" aft free board was 50". It was berth for two.
a shallow draft vessel drawing only three feet of water.
Height, including mast, was 12 feet or 13 feet with option- To starboard was a large aft clothes locker which could
al flying bridge. Engine op options in 1964 included twin be used to store bumpers and created a built-in shelf for
Chris Craft 210hp V8 engines (under powered) or twin lamps, decorations, etc. Adjacent to the locker was a day
275hp V8s. By 1966, 210 and 300hp Ford-Chris Craft sofa that converted to two bunks, each measuring 2'38"
engines were available along with 258hp General Motors by 6'3". A total of six additional storage drawers were lodiesels. Top speed was 33 mph with twin 300hp Chris cated under the dinette and the day lounge. The pilot
Crafts which was quite impressive for a boat of its size. It house included a downward folding helmsman seat and
an optional companion seat. Both were upholstered in
carried 200 gallons of fuel and 75 gallons of water.
turquoise vinyl and could seat a total of four people.
The immediate impression gained on stepping aboard the
38' Commander was one of amaze amazement at the Pilot house and cabin interior overheads were fitted with
immensity of its cock pit and interior. Head room in the acoustical white vinyl headliners. Dinette, day lounge and
main saloon was 6'4" and in the pilot house 6'7". Interior forward bunks were upholstered in a teal color, rough texdimensions of the cockpit are 9'1" in width in side the pilot tured linen made by Craftex Mills. Chris Craft decorators
house and 10'21/2" wide further aft of the side deck entry termed the upholstery color as "Regency Teal." The draways. Measured down the center line, the cockpit was peries of the saloon, forward cabin and lavatory featured
a rounded, diamond collage pattern termed "Siwana Col15'5" in extreme depth.
lage." Standard cabin decorating in eluded an off-white
The pilot house along with the entire interior were finished berber, looped pile carpeting made by Forrest Mills. Addiin sable walnut stained mahogany with a satin finish. And tionally, a beige vinyl grass cloth manufactured by B.F.
additionally, the Commander featured a one inch thick Goodrich was used to finish the vertical lavatory, dinette,
solid teak circumferential toe rail. The Commander was a and galley surfaces.
six sleeper cruiser. Forward cabin bunks were 6'4" in
length and 2'3" wide. The forward cabin was ventilat- Overall, the interior gave one a light and cheerful yet eleed with 20" x 6" Port and star board portholes. Natural gant impression. The 1964 38' Commander Express
lighting was provided through forward and side cabin win- Cruiser (FXA38) was a revolutionary boat for Chris Craft.
Its classic Mac Mackerer lines combined with more duradows.
ble and maintenance free construction material made the
Located on the portside at the rear of the cabin was a new Commander a great success. A total of 262 38' Comhanging locker 20-1/4" wide providing a shelf for lamps, a mander Express Cruisers were manufactured between
TV, radios, and the like. Forward was a divided rope lock- 1964 and 1969. The interior decorating and upholstery
er, a screened hatch, underbunk storage age, and a remained the same from 1964 through 1967.
cushioned cabin seat along with shelves ranging along
both sides of the berths. A sliding paneled door provided The earlier Commanders had an optional fixed fiberglass
privacy from the main cabin. The starboard lavatory com- planing wedge available. These elevators were fiberpartment had dual access through 20" doors both from glassed to the hull and were basically an integral part of
the forward and the main cabins. The lavatory included a could be made depending on the various power options
shower, turquoise fiberglass vanity with wash basin, elec- that were installed.
tric operated head, mirror, medicine closet, and two storage areas. Hot and cold run running water was standard. 1968 Chris Craft literature touted a new "cruise control"
option which consisted of built-in adjustable fiberglass
Entering the saloon from the pilot house, one encoun- trim tabs which al lowed the pilot to achieve the most effitered an L-shaped galley to port with a General Electric cient planing attitude for speed, fuel economy, and varirefrigerator and 3 burner electric range oven. Both appli- ous water and wind conditions. These trim tabs were
ances were finished in turquoise blue. The galley was faired into the bottom of the hull at the stern. Our 1967
completed with a sink and both over head and under- Commander has them, so cruise control was first
neath cupboards. The galley countertop and the dinette table further forward were both finished in off-white

(Continued from previous page)
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"space age" look. A minimum of wood accents were utilized on the boat's exterior and interior, which featured a
available in 1967. It was standard on all diesel models white empire walnut finish.
and became standard on all models in 1969.
The new 1970 Commander intro introduced a new
Beginning in 1968, Chris Craft did away with the mahoga- "Integrated Electronic Command Center." This included a
ny pilot house and cabin interiors. Instead, an imitation radio telephone, depth sounder, radio ground, antenna,
wood grained, plastic material was used for finishing. This engine shielding, and hailer along with prewiring for addidecision reflected the then popular demand for mainte- tional accessories. This was a novel modular system that
nance free interiors as well as exteriors. The decorative was way ahead of its time. Whenever an owner had a
teak toerail was used on all Commanders from 1964 problem, the affected module was swapped in the field by
the dealer. This system subsequently proved unpopular
through 1969.
with local dealers. It eventually was abandoned by Chris
The 1968 and 1969 38' Commanders were also redeco- Craft due to unanticipated warranty problems and exrated. Interiors included gold draperies and carpeting and pense.
a new gold polypro polypropylene plaid upholstery. Pilot
The 38' Commander as designed by Mac Mackerer
and helmsmen benches were finished in gold vinyl.
ceased production in 1969. A redesigned 38' Commander
The 1964 38' Commander Express Cruiser was priced at utilizing the original hull was produced into the mid 70s
$29,990 with 210hp Chris Craft V8 engines or $31,990 when a poor economy and rising fuel prices led to the
with 275hp V8s. Major options available included a com- retirement of the model.
mand bridge ($2,980), closed cooling system ($840),
6500 Watt Kohler generator ($1,820), auto matic CO2 The 38' Commander Sedan
extinguisher ($505), Bendix automatic pilot with re mote In 1965, Chris Craft was the world's largest boat manufaccontrol ($1,300), searchlight ($385), depth sounder turer. The 38' all fiberglass Commander launched in 1964
($365), and windlass ($515), among others.
was a tremendous success. As a result, Chris Craft established the Commander Series Fiberglass Division
In 1966, a diesel powered (twin 258 HRGMD) 38' Com- based in Holland, Michigan. Holland continued their remander Express was offered at $48,840 along with a twin tooling activities to change over from wood to fiber glass
300hp Chris Craft V8 model at $32,590. The underpow- boat production. The majority of Chris Craft's fiberglass
ered 210hp V8 was last offered in 1967. In 1968 and Commanders ended up being manufactured at the Hol1969, Commander Express models were available with land plant to replace volume lost to the then rapidly
either 300hp twin Chris Craft V8's or an option of twin 197 shrinking sales of the medium sized wood cruiser.
HR or 258 HR General Motors diesels.
In 1965, Chris Craft added a 4 sleeper 27' CommandBy 1969, the 38' Commander Express with 300hp V8s er, 38' Commander Sedan and 38' Commander Sport
had risen in price to $37,790, though more options had Fisherman models. A 31' Commander was added to the
become standard. The 38' Commander Express Cruiser fleet in 1966.
as designed by Mac Mackerer was in production for six
years from 1964 through 1969.
In 1967,42' Commander and 47' Commanders were
launched, followed by a 35' Commander and 42' Sports
In 1970, Chris Craft launched a newly designed 38' Com- Cruiser in 1968. These were followed by a mammoth 60'
mander with a radically different superstructure while uti- Commander in 1969 and a 55' Commander in 1970, the
lizing the same hull. Commander and Commander Sedan largest fiberglass yachts made at the time.
models were available. The cabin sides were extended
flush to the sheer or edge of the boat, adding dozens of
additional square feet of interior cabin space. Access to The Chris Craft Commander series helped Chris Craft
the bow was accomplished by walking on top of the cabin maintain its dominance in cruiser production. The 38'
rather than on side decks. Hand rails extended along the Commander Sedan Cruiser was produced from 1965
top of the cabin on both sides for safety; unfortunately, through 1969. A redesigned version was sold in the early
they obscured the vision of the pilot. The fiberglass cabin to mid 70s. All utilized the same hull as the pioneering 38'
sides extended nearly out to the tip of the bow, creating a
(Continued to next page)
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Commander Express model. This model featured an all
enclosed deckhouse with sliding doors to allow access to
the cockpit. A flying bridge option was also available.
The enlarged pilot house in the Sedan version had room
for furniture to port and contained a convertible lounge to
star board. The pilot's station was centrally placed as
opposed to the port pilot station found in the Express version. A wardrobe was located forward on the starboard
side. In effect, the pilot house doubled as a second saloon or as a third state room. As a compromise, the Sedan had a much smaller cockpit, 8'9" versus 15'5" long,
and a slightly smaller main saloon than did the Express
version.
The forward stateroom of the 38' Sedan was identical to
that seen in the Express. The main saloon, however, was
arranged quite differently. Upon entering the main cabin
from the pilot house, one en countered a full length "L"
shaped galley along the portside. This in included a General Electric refrigerator, electric range-oven, sink, and a
tremendous amount of storage space. To starboard was a
receptor "L" shaped, lounge-dinette area with a triangular
table. This dinette area could be converted into upper and
lower bunks and included a pull-around privacy curtain
creating a fully enclosed stateroom. Interior decorating in
the Sedan models utilized the same color draperies, carpeting, and up upholstery used in the Express cruisers
from 1965 through 1969.

The 38' Commander Sport Fisherman
Big game fisherman also took notice of Chris Craft's new
38' Commander. Because of this, Chris Craft offered
the 38' Commander Sport Fisherman model beginning in
1966. The speed and seaworthiness of the Commander
hull lent itself perfectly for adaptability to a sport fisherman.
The Commander Sport Fisherman had the same superstructure, layout, and decorating as the Sedan model with
a few modifications. The pilot house did not have sliding
doors and was only semi-enclosed. Opposite the pilot
house lounge was a service bar with sink and ice box
which came standard. The cockpit and pilot house floors
were covered with teak-like nautilex vinyl planking rather
than bare fiberglass and carpeting as in the Sedan.
The cockpit floor was recessed a step deeper than the
pilot house floor to get fishermen closer to the water. Additionally, the stern safety railings seen on the Express
and Sedan versions were absent on the Sport Fisherman.
This provided for easier landing and handling of big game
fish. The Sport Fisherman model included a standard flying bridge complete with dual controls, helm seat, instrumentation, guard rails, and ladder. Cruise control was
standard with diesels only. Outriggers were an available
option along with the other options listed earlier for the
Express.

The Chris Craft 38' Commander Sport Fisherman Cruiser
(FFA38) was manufactured from the 1965 through the
The Express and Sedan 38' Commanders of the 70s had 1968 model years. Sales of the Sport Fisherman were
promising in its first year when 25 were sold. However,
different deco rating schemes, though the same colors
were used. The 1970 models were decorated in a patriot- only an additional 15 were sold each year in 1966, 67,
ic red, white and blue scheme. The Chris Craft 38' Com- and 68. Hence, only a to total of 70 Sport Fisherman
mander Sedan Cruiser (FDA38) also proved to be a very Cruisers were sold, making this a rare model.
popular cruiser. A total of 189 Sedan cruisers were built
In 1966, it retailed for $34,390 with twin 210hp Chris
between 1965 and 1969. Indeed, more Sedan versions
Crafts. With twin 300hp engines, the price was $36,090.
were sold than the Express model in 1968 and 1969.
With dual 258HR General Motors diesels, the price
The 38' Commander Sedan had the same engine options jumped to $52,340. In its last year, 1968, the 300hp gas
engine version sold for $38,590 while the diesel version
as the Express model. In 1966, the 38' Sedan Cruiser
sold for $57,090. Due to Poor sales, Chris Craft dropped
with twin 210hp V8s sold for $32,990. With twin 258HP
General Motors diesels, the price jumped to $50,940. By the Sport Fisherman model from its line in 1969. Most
1969, the Sedan model with twin 300hp Chris Crafts was sport fisherman customers were opting for the 42' Commander Sports Cruiser instead.
sold for $39,390 while the model with twin 258HR General Motors diesels sold for $58,890.
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Safety: That Boat’s On Fire!!

Contributor: Pat & John Shield

THAT BOAT’S ON FIRE! Four words that you don’t control box. Perhaps the fire had caused a short circuit in

want to hear at your marina, especially if they’re pointing the wiring. However, an inspection revealed no damage
at your boat! However, that’s exactly what happened to
our 41’Commander Sport Cruiser “Jellicle Cat” in June
2013.
We had our Commander at a local boatyard for maintenance on the Kohler 6.5 Auxiliary Generator which had
developed an exhaust leak. While running the generator
to pinpoint the exact location of the leak in the exhaust
system, we noticed a water leak in the seawater pump.
Since there was considerable rust on the pump and the
pump bracket, we decided to replace the pump rather
than rebuild it. A new Exhaust Manifold was ordered to
correct the exhaust leak and a new seawater pump was
ordered to fix the seawater leak. The new pump was installed and Ops Checked O.K. Finally, after much delay,
the new Exhaust Manifold arrived and was installed. An
Ops Check revealed an exhaust leak around one of the
gaskets. A new gasket was acquired and the Manifold
reinstalled. Ops Checked O.K. Problem solved.
I had asked maintenance to tweak the generator voltage
and governor as necessary to ensure proper voltage output throughout the load range. The mechanic started the
generator and while it was warming up, he stepped away
from the boat to get his tools. He had not gone far when
someone yelled "THAT BOAT'S ON FIRE!" The mechanic ran back to the boat, jumped aboard, grabbed a
Dry Chemical Fire Extinguisher, as he entered the Salon,
jumped into the Engine Room and attacked the fire. The
fire appeared to be at the rear of the generator in the vicinity of the Air Cleaner/Flame Arrester. The extinguisher
knocked the flames down before they had a chance to get
up to the under side of the Salon floor and the fire was
extinguished. Luckily, no damage was done to the boat.
What started the fire? At this point the generator was not
running. It had shut itself down. Why? Investigation revealed that the shaft on the seawater pump was sheared.
(New pump, remember). With the generator starved for
water, it started to overheat and shut itself down as it
should. But why the fire? A clicking sound coming from
the generator control box suggested that the start circuit
might be engaged and trying to restart the generator.
Why?
The generator should not try to restart after it has shut
itself down. Initial thinking pointed to the circuitry in the
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there. At this point the generator was removed from the
boat to allow better access for further inspection.

Dismantling of the generator revealed that the Starter was
severely burned to the point that it was inoperable. Was
that a result of the fire or had it overheated trying to restart the generator and caused the fire? We may never
know for sure.

(Continued to next page)
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The generator was cleaned up, damaged parts removed
and new parts ordered. As many of you know, finding
parts for our aging equipment is not easy. The most difficult piece to find was the Air Cleaner, however one was
finally located. With a new Air Cleaner, starter, water
pump, sound down insulation and miscellaneous nuts
and bolts we were ready to run. Test runs in the shop allowed easy access for all adjustments to be made prior to
reinstalling the generator in the boat.

Contributor: Pat & John Shield
erator shut down and fire.

Here's the theory!
The generator shut down due to the loss of cooling water,
the start circuit was energized due to the sticking start
switch and the starter had probably overheated from running since the generator was started. We'll never know for
sure, but it sounds reasonable.
Lessons learned
1. Don't leave the boat unattended with the Generator or the Engines running. We were lucky. Someone noticed the fire right away.
2. Have fire extinguishers located where they might be
needed. Regardless of how many extinguishers the rules
say you must have, you can't have too many. Put them
where they can be easily accessed.

3. Don't depend on Automatic Area Extinguishers to detect and put out a fire. In our case, the cover was off of
the Generator Sound Shield because of maintenance and
reinstallation. If the cover had been on, the fire might
have gone unnoticed for some time. The chances of
The generator was lowered back into place, secured and fighting a small fire are much better than trying to fight a
electrical, water and exhaust connections reestablished. large one.
Fingers crossed, the starter was engaged and the generator sprang to life. But! The starter did not disengage! Our
generator is equipped with a Remote Start Switch on the 4. Beware of sticking switches!
electric panel in the salon and the switch had stuck in the
ON position. Finally, another clue to the cause of the gen-

1965 38’ Express
“Saad”
Owned By: Ben Ayed Zine,
Hammamet, Tunisia
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How To: Varnish Guide
What is a Varnish?
Varnishes have always been considered a mysterious
blend of black art and science. In trying to understand
how a varnish works, it is useful to review the various
components necessary to create a typical varnish. Varnishes are generally made up of five specific ingredients: oil, resin, solvent, driers, and ultra-violet additives.

Courtesy of AkzoNobel/Interlux
of the product. Phenolic resins are used primarily in varnishes and deck enamels where a faster dry and harder
finish is required for maximum water resistance. An
example of phenolic resin based varnish is Original 90.
There is also a category of oil modified polyurethane
resins. In this category, there are two groups; aliphatic

Although these are the five main categories, there are
many choices within each category. The right combination of all five ingredients results in a varnish’s optimal
performance.

Varnish Oil
High quality marine varnishes presently use China
Wood Oil – more commonly referred to as Tung oil.
The China Wood Oil, which is derived from trees, provides long-term resistance to cracking and crazing. Another common oil is Soya. It is used for more standard
quality varnishes.
The main purpose of oil in a varnish is to improve penetration into the wood. The more oil in the varnish, the
better it penetrates. China Wood Oil has been maximized for this purpose. Some manufacturers add Penetrol to varnish to enhance its penetration characteristics. Interlux does not recommend this be done as it
may have an adverse effect on the varnish.
When discussing oil, the terminology “long”, “medium”,
and “short” oils is commonly used. This refers to the
ratio of oil to resin in a particular varnish or coating.
The “long” oils tends to result in longer dry time but
greater durability in terms of gloss and color retention.
Premium varnishes exhibit these qualities. “Medium”
oils allow for faster drying times. They are, generally,
restricted to low grade varnishes. “Short” oils are used
almost exclusively on primers.
Resin Choices for Varnishes
Hard resins used in varnishes are generally derived
from natural materials. Resins come from the tree
stumps. Hydrocarbon resins are processed from crude
oil. Phenolic resins are also derived from crude oil and
some chemical processes.
In general, the hard resin will be decided by the end use
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modified polyurethane resins and aromatic polyurethane resins. Both of these resins offer excellent abrasion and chemical resistance. The aromatics are much
more popular but do not maintain color, gloss and clarity
as well as the aliphatics. Poly-Flow 4000 is an aliphatic
resin, which is used in Compass Clear YVA502 Varnish.
It is a unique material developed by Interlux and is not
used in the United
States by any other varnish manufacturer. It is this
uniqueness that provides the excellent color, glass and
clarity to Compass Clear.

Solvents
We are familiar with the use of solvents and their importance in making a product brushable and useable.
The blend of solvents is very important to the leveling*
characteristics and varnishes are no exception. Solvents are used to increase the standard flow-out without
destroying the full-bodied resin content.

(Continued to next page)
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The consistency of Compass Clear, for instance, is
much thicker than most varnishes. Yet, with the use of a
special solvent package, it maintains flow and good leveling properties.

Courtesy of AkzoNobel/Interlux
Perfection Plus, Schooner Gold, and Compass Clear
enables them to maintain their gloss and clarity far beyond conventional, competitive varnishes.
Ultra-violet (UV) light is energy. It must be either absorbed by the coating or dissipated. Without the use of

Solvents are also critical to maintain the wet edge capacity of varnish. Wet edge is very important as it all
allows the varnish to be applied without a trace of brush
marks from overlapping new areas. In the application
section, we’ll discuss the optimal way to brush on varnishes and overlap new material with old material
*”Leveling” refers to the reduction of brush marks on a
coating resulting in a level, smooth finish.

Driers
Although most people are not familiar with the use of
driers in coatings they are very important. They act to
accelerate the dry through and the hardness of the
coating. The blend of driers that is used in a varnish
has a great impact on the clarity, color, the actual rate
of dryness and the stability of the product. Interlux optimizes this drier blend so as not to detract from the color
or clarity. Compass Clear and Schooner Gold are the
latest examples of maintaining the clarity of the varnish
without sacrificing any of the performance attributes.

Additives
In addition to the basic components of the varnish (ie.
Oil, resin, solvents and driers), the newest technology is
related to the additives. The first commonly used additive is anti-skinning agents which allow the varnish to
maintain a wet surface upon exposure to the oxygen.
Since varnishes have a very high content of resin, they
are more likely to skin or develop a surface film. Hence,
the use of anti-skinning agents in varnish is very critical.
Flattening agents are used for interior varnishes such
as Interlux Goldspar Satin 60. For interior varnishes
the rubbed effect is desirable and consequently, the
product is flattened to achieve that look.

adequate additives, the coating absorbs the UV light.
This results in destructive processes.
Photo-degradation is the process by which the UV energy is absorbed by the film. This leads to a dramatic loss
of gloss, film cracking and yellowing. This eventually
results in delamination and peeling of the varnish. Photo-oxidation is the second phase of breakdown caused
by oxygen in the coating itself.
Interlux uses four separate additives to combat UV
energy:
Ultra-violet Absorber (UVA)
As the energy for the UV light enters the paint
film, it is diffused back as infrared energy (IR).
Those UV rays not reflected are dispersed
evenly throughout the coating so that no singular attack on the film occurs.
Surface Stabilizer
The surface stabilizer works at the surface to
repair damage from UV light. The point of air/
coating interaction is the area where the poly
mer regenerates itself by pulling polymer seg
ments together. These additives maintain

Ultra-Violet Additives
The current trend in varnish technology, which most
directly impacts long-term performance, is the use of
ultraviolet stabilizers. Their use in
F A L L 2 01 4
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the gloss and color retention through constant
surface repair and stabilization. By keeping the
film surface repaired and stabilized, the amount
of water, which can attack a broken paint film is
reduced, prolonging the overall life of the coating.
Anti-oxidants
Anti-oxidants are used to combat photodegradation and the effects of oxidation on the
varnish film. Without the use of an effective anti
-oxidant, the varnish will gradually fade and become cloudy. With a clear coating, like varnish,
it is particularly important to maintain its color as
any change will be readily detectable.

Courtesy of AkzoNobel/Interlux

Factors Which Affect
The Life Of A Varnish
In dealing with the lifetime of a varnish, the environment
has the most influence over how long a system will last.
Typically, professional yards will use anywhere from
eight or more coats of varnish well sanded between
each coat. Those of us that do not have the luxury of
spending that much time may opt for three or four coats.
The amount of quality time and effort expended in varnish application is directly proportional to the degree of
finish beauty and durability achieved.
Certain climatic areas are much more severe on the life
of a varnish. Varnish will not last as long in the Caribbean as it will in the Great Lakes, for example.
The following is a list of factors that affect the longevity of a varnish and a short description of each
one.
Oxidation is caused by the presence of oxygen reacting with the varnish over a long period of time. The film
becomes more and more brittle and, therefore, becomes much more prime to cracking and crazing.
Water Penetration through the varnish to the wood will
cause cracking and delamination. Although no varnish
is completely impermeable to water penetration, it is
generally negated with the use of hard resin. If the varnish is constantly immersed, the water will penetrate
and cause the varnish to blister and delaminate.

Hindered Amine Light Stabilizers (HALS)
HALS do not absorb UV radiation, instead they protect the coating resin from the harmful effects of
photo chemically-produced “free radicals” by
neutralizing them, hindering chemical degradation. HALS regenerate during the neutralization
process, so go on providing protection throughout the lifetime of the coating .

Contamination of a surface from salt is another important factor that affects longevity. Salt crystals will
magnify the intensity of the sunlight and act as small
magnifying glasses on your boat. Even with the use of
a good UV package, these small magnifications will cut
through the coating fairly quickly. Therefore, it is very
important to keep the varnish film clean of contaminants.
Chemical resistance to common chemicals such as
gasoline or jet fuel is also important. Interlux varnished
are designed to resist chemicals and alcoholic beverages.
Natural Oil from within certain types of wood, like teak,
will rise to the surface of the wood’s fibers and begin to
lift the varnish. This can result in detachment of the
varnish. Care must be taken to remove as much oil as
possible prior to varnishing.

(Continued to next page)
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Surface Preparation
Most pros agree that patience and attention to detail are
the heart of successful bright work. Add an appreciation of the aesthetics of woodwork to this combination
and you will be off to a good start. Phase one deals
with preparation of the surfaces to be varnished. It is as
important as the final coat and can make the difference
between a mediocre and quality varnish work.

Courtesy of AkzoNobel/Interlux
Scrapers
Various sizes with rounded corners to avoid gouging of
surface.
Tape
To mask off surfaces not to be treated.
Lint-Free cloth
Cheesecloth or commercial tack cloth to eliminate surface residue.
Brushes
Various sizes including straight and beveled edges

Effective preparation has a lot to do with effective tool
handling skills and time management. Superb results
can be achieved with sandpaper and the patience of the
job. However, most boat owners prefer to expedite the
process and get on with their boating plans. By utilizing
a variety of scrapers, machine sanders and chemicals,
faster progress can be made.

DropCloths
To protect large areas

Essential Equipment

Optional Tools
Sandpaper
Aluminum Oxide or production sandpaper – grits ranging from 50 – 320
Sanding Block
A piece of 2” x 4” long enough to cover multiple imperfections, yet easy to hold, is suitable.

Finishing Sanders
Expedite the sanding process, but take care not to use
too vigorously as sanders may damage the wood
Heat Gun
Particularly useful on curved or irregular surfaces to
remove old paint and varnish. (Do not use Heat Guns
to remove antifouling paint).

(Continued to next page)
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Vacuum Cleaner
To efficiently remove residue between sandings and
before varnish applications.
A carpenter doesn’t work on walnut with a chainsaw and
those prepping intricate brightwork don’t need belt sanders or large grinders. Good intentions and excessive
abrasion can ruin woodwork as well as brightwork. Finesse is the answer. Small, palm sized finishing sanders, a variety of pull scrapers and several sanding
blocks should be in the toolbox. Plenty of sandpaper,
preferably Production Fre-Cut or Tri-M-Lite or the equivalent needs to be on hand. Grits ranging from 50 to 320
may be needed and the “by the numbers” approach will
vary depending on the type of wood, the finish it has
been coated with and the acceptance level of the craftsperson doing the work.
Don’t skimp on surface preparation. If the old finish is
blistered and flaking off, completely remove the coating.
Selecting the right equipment can expedite the process.
For example, chemical varnish remover (such as Interlux Interstrip 299E) loosens thick build-up and allows
speedy removal with a wide blade pull scraper. Slightly
round the edge of these tools with a file to avoid unintentionally gouging the wood surface. Make
certain a scraper is never filed on deck where tiny steel
filings can accumulate. These minute specks expand 37
times as they oxidize, turning into very noticeable rust
spots.
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Sanding
Sanding is a ritual few look forward to. Before charging
into the process, be sure that you have thoroughly determined the best approach for each area of the job. For
example, it may make sense to chemically strip varnish
from difficult areas. Machine sand easily accessible,
flat coamings with either a large sheet orbital sander or
a linear sander. Hand sand certain areas where machines cannot gain access. A sanding block should be
used on flat surfaces to assure an even finish. The main
premise is to use the best tools available for each task.
The fact that a small electric sander is useful in certain
situations does not mean that it is the best alternative for
every sanding task.
Whichever tool is chosen, be sure to sand with the grain
and brush or pat the paper clean to remove sanding residue and to improve the cutting action. Change paper
frequently and avoid wasting time by skimping on replacing abrasives. Most finishing sanders allow the operator to “stack load” several sheets of paper at once.
As the paper clogs it can be quickly peeled away exposing a fresh new surface. White, stearated paper is
sometimes used to ease sanding and reduce paper
clogging.

(Continued to next page)
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Quick Tips: Sanding
1. Always sand with the grain
2. Keep sandpaper clean and change often
3. Don’t overuse a heat gun. It can be damaging
to the wood and to the glue joints.
4. Sand “by the numbers” finishing with progressively finer grits of paper.

Heat Guns have gained quite a bit of popularity. They
are a viable means of encouraging varnish to relinquish
its grip despite the shape of the wood. Once the coating lifts, scrapers, putty
knives and bronze wool easily remove the residue.
Higher heat will speed up the peel. Unfortunately, as
with most shortcuts, too much of a good thing can
cause problems. Excess heat can blemish the wood
and damage epoxy glue joints essential to the structure’s integrity. As with most mechanisms that enhance
productivity, when mishandled the damage rate is also
increased. Those new to brightwork preparation should
become accustomed to block sanding before escalating
to more vigorous varnish removal.
All roads may lead to Rome but not all varnish prep
techniques lead to a smooth, clean and even surface.
The final round of this battle is a “by the numbers” encounter with abrasive technology. The more even the
surface is after scraping, the less heavy sanding (grits
50,60, 80, 100) needs to be done. Remember, however, that those who try to remove scraper gouges with
F A L L 2 01 4
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180-grit sandpaper may find themselves spending
weeks at the process. Use the proper grit to accomplish the job, then skip to less abrasive grits to smooth
the surface and remove sanding scratches. An approximation of the usual time and grit routine is a follows:
( (5% - 50 grit) (10% - 100 grit) (25% - 120 grit) (25% 150 grit) (20% - 180 grit) (15% - 220 grit))

Cleaning, Filling and Sealing
Once the surface is stripped of the old finish and the
wood is appropriately sanded, it is time to decide whether restoring, filling and
sealing are necessary. Thorough sanding often goes a
long way to even out color. After sanding, if dark areas
are still evident, brightening may be necessary. Interlux
Teak Restorer can be used to return wood to a natural,
even color. Applying varnish or oil cannot even out this
“mottled” appearance. In fact it will probably look
worse. Always scrape the wood totally before using
teak restorer. Teak Restorer cannot be used to remove
old varnish. Teak Restorer will raise the grain of the
wood and will need to be sanded prior to filling or sanding.
Interlux Teak Restorer cleans, restores and brings back
the natural color of teak and other hardwoods. It contains a gentle formula that does not bleach or damage
surrounding fiberglass, wood, metals and painted surfaces. Interlux Teak Restorer contains Tenside cleaners, which are excellent at removing oil and dirt.
In situations where new teak proves to be excessively
laden with natural resin, scrub and wipe surface with
solvents such as Interlux Solvent Wash 202 or Special
Thinner 216. After cleaning and removing contamination proceed with the fill and seal process.
Porous grain can be filled with varnish but the number
of coats required can be intimidating. This is especially
true with open grained hardwoods such as mahogany.
Special wood fillers are designed to expedite this process and to help you achieve a glass smooth surface.
Interlux Interstain paste wood fillers are available in a
wide variety of colors to closely match your wood’s natural hue.

(Continued to next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Using Paste Wood Filler Stain

For varnishing high oil content woods such as teak, juniper, cedar, and spruce, it will be necessary to follow a
different procedure. The oily residue can adversely affect varnish adhesion.

1. Sand and clean the bare wood

Excellent results can be achieved by following these
steps:

2. Reduce filler with Brushing Liquid 333 to a consistency of a heavy paint. (NOTE: Excessive
thinning will produce a stain only – not filling
qualities)

Quick Tip : Bleaching, Filling,
Sealing

3. Apply filler stain by brush with the grain. After
the stain appears to flatten (5-10 minutes), wipe
across the grain with burlap pad until surface
appears uniform. Use cloth moistened with
Brushing Liquid 333 to even out any streaking
that may have developed.
4. When dry (4-6 hours), sand lightly to remove
fuzz caused by grain swelling.
5. Seal the wood by applying Inter-Prime Wood
Sealer Clear 1026.

1. Always neutralize and flush the wood surface
thoroughly after bleaching.
2. Do not attempt to use bleach as a varnish remover. To remove varnish use Interlux Interstrip 299E.
3. Bleaching may raise the grain of the wood so it
is recommended to sand after bleaching.
4. Do NOT allow wood filler to dry completely before wiping off excess. Otherwise, it will become
almost impossible to remove.

6. Apply 4-6 coats of varnish.
You’re now ready for further full-bodied applications of
Interlux varnish.
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Quick Tip: Varnishing Teak
1. Sand entire surface to be varnished with 80 grit
sandpaper.
2. Remove sanding residue from wood by wiping
with Solvent Wash 202 or Special Thinner 216
to remove as much surface oil as possible.
When sanding varnish, it is best to remove
sanding residue with Brushing Liquid 333.
3. The first coat should be thinned 15-20% by volume with the recommended thinner in order to
get better penetration into the wood and seal it
and establish a foundation for subsequent coats
of varnish to adhere to.
4. After an overnight dry, sand with 220 grit sandpaper, then wipe clean with Brushing Liquid
333.
5. Apply additional coats of full-bodied varnish until
desired finish is obtained, allowing proper dry
times between coats. Sand between coats with
220 grit sandpaper, then wipe clean with appropriate thinner.

Courtesy of AkzoNobel/Interlux
is to get to the point where the highs and lows disappear and the flat, smooth coated surface is continuous.
It can be a frustrating sequence because it seems that
you put varnish on and then sand it off. Those who
have thoroughly prepped, sanded and sealed the surface will have fewer problems with the build-up phase.
Be sure to view the surface from side to side as well as
from above. Your fingertips will tell you a lot about your
progress. During this sequence, try to alternate light
scruff sanding with serious flattening bouts. Armed with
a small palm electric sander, large sheet sander and
vacuum cleaner work toward the goal of getting the low
points over grain pored even with the remainder of the
surface. Brushing techniques should be practiced during this build-up period. The principle behind spreading
a liquid varnish film is important.
Granted, there are many valid techniques but they are
all focused on the same results; an even, uniform flow.
“Good Varnish is like good whiskey, it’s the little nuances which make the big differences.” Each person becomes his or her own mix master. He or she uses fast
or slow reducers to change how the liquid flows. Too
thick a varnish, in certain weather conditions causes
poor flow out, excessive lap marks and obvious brush
marks. At the opposite end of the spectrum are the
sags, runs and poor coverage associated with too

Coating Build Phase
The next sequence is the build-up phase. The objective
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thin a mixture. The right solution for 62 degrees will not
be the right one for 82 degrees. Carefully experiment to
discover the best blend for you. Start with the recommendation on the label.

Preparing To Varnish
Good handling techniques are very important. They
begin when the can of varnish is first picked up. Always
try to avoid doing things that introduce air bubbles or
dust into the liquid. Don’t shake it, bounce it around in
the truck or a car just prior to applying or stir in reducer
as if you were scrambling eggs. Avoid suing varnish
straight from the can. Instead, gently pour a small
amount into a paper bucket, clean coffee can, etc. be
sure to use a filter funnel during this process. Many
pros add their reducer through the same funnel and
gently swirl the mixture in the paper bucket. If better
mixing is needed, gently stir the varnish. Some experts
like to push a section of coat hanger through the bucket
to act as a tap rod, which is used to rid the brush of excess varnish. They feel that squeezing brush bristles
over the bucket or coffee can generates air bubbles. Be
sure that the brush bristles are thoroughly wet with varnish before starting. Failure to do so will cause air bubbles.
Just prior to laying on varnish check your cosmetic
prep. Be sure sanding dust has been removed. Vacuuming, blowing off with clean, dry compressed air and
washing down are good alternatives. If water is used,
be sure the surface is completely dry before continuing
the coating process. A proper tack rag rub or wiping
down with Brushing Liquid 333 just before laying on the
varnish is a wise choice. A cloth treated with alcohol for
cleanup is helpful. Difficult areas to cut in should be
taped off. Wind gusts can redeposit what you have
cleaned off. Listen to NOAA weather forecasts before
doing final coats. Keep in mind that direct sunlight is no
friend of the varnish expert.

Quick Tips—Varnish Prep

Courtesy of AkzoNobel/Interlux
high-density stockings into a clean container.
3. Don’t use varnish that has set open for a long
period of time. It will have picked up dust.
4. Keep surfaces to be varnished as dust free as
possible. Use tack rags or vacuum for clean
up.
5. Avoid gusty weather and do not varnish wood
exposed to direct sunlight.
6. Avoid using varnish direct from the can, this will
cause the varnish to age prematurely and may
introduce contamination into the can. Pour the
amount of varnish that you expect to use at any
one time, into a separate container.
7. Never leave bare wood exposed too long, as it
will absorb moisture from the atmosphere.
8. Varnishing is best achieved on warm, dry mornings, cold weather retards drying. High humidity or
moisture will spoil the gloss.

Brushes
There is an ongoing debate between advocates of
badger hair brushes, short bristle brushes and foam
brushes. Fine results are achievable from natural or
synthetic brushes. It is not the technique, it is the results that matter. Your goal is to lay on even coats
which are free from runs, holidays and lap marks. Care
should be taken not to puddle or overload the horizontal
areas. Improper curing and crinkling will result. Too
much material on vertical surfaces will result in sags
and runs. Such problems can occur regardless of the
brush you utilize. Good brushing techniques are easier
to talk about than to duplicate. It takes practice to become familiar with the factors involved. For example,
it’s important to realize the difference between laying on
material and tipping or smoothing the surface. An empty brush is used to lightly spread freshly laid on varnish.
If too much time has gone, much of the solvent will have
evaporated and the brush will tend to stick and

1. Avoid stirring or shaking varnish
2. Pour varnish through a filter or through a pair of
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pull the coating. Knowing how the brush behaves with
the product is an essential to good vanishing.
Most brightwork veterans prefer to cut back into already
varnished sections with a lifting/dragging brush stroke.
They maintain enough slow reducer (Brushing Liquid
333) in the varnish so lap marks blend together. The
varnish must flow and not immediately skin over in order to develop a smooth mark fee surface. Unfortunately, too much material or excessive flow may cause
hangers and runs. The pros also use a variety of different size and shaped brushes. These range from tiny
artist brushes to large, bevel cut brushes. The type of
tools used is another personal preference varnishers
eventually choose for themselves.

Courtesy of AkzoNobel/Interlux
2. On large areas, use a foam roller to apply the initial
coat followed immediately behind with a wide brush for
the finishing strokes, this is the best done by two people.
3. Overlap brush strokes
4. Always use a clean brush that has been kept specifically for varnishing.
5. Clean the brushes before using with Brushing Liquid 333 and then spin dry using a brush spinner.
6. After varnishing, clean the brush using low odor
mineral spirits. For the final cleaning, use brushing liquid 333. Then wash the brush in detergent and warm
water, spin dry using a brush spinner and wrap in
greaseproof paper in a fine chisel shape.
7. For brushes that have not been completely cleaned,
use interstrip 399 to soften and clean then switch to
Brushing liquid 333 for a final cleaning.
8. After cleaning hang the brush by its handle to avoid
any “fishtailing” of the bristles.

Conclusion
Quality brightwork is best portrayed by a glistening varnished surface. The craftsmanship involved in producing such a finish is a rewarding challenge that can be
met by the amateur as well as the professional. Patience, attention to detail and pride in work well done
will help in the learning curve. It also pays to use premium quality varnish.

Brush Recommendations
RedTree Industries and Corona Brushes both manufacture excellent brushes for application of our varnishes.
Pictured above are the RedTree Badger, the RedTree
Americana, the Corona Europa and the Corona Pacifica

Quick Tip: Brushes
1. Fine results can be obtained with either natural or
synthetic bristle brushes. With proper care, a synthetic
brush will greatly outlast a natural bristle brush.
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Insurance: Are You Under-Insured?

Submitted By: Evan Peterson, Hagerty Marine

Losses and Lessons: Underinsuring
your boat can cause an unfortunate
ripple effect

caused an accident when he made contact with a car
while entering the expressway. Although no one was injured, the boat slid off the trailer and suffered a very large
gash down one side of the hull. Coincidentally, total damages came to approximately $25,000, the limit of his poliAccidents happen. That’s why we work to ensure that our cy.
clients’ prized vessels are properly covered should disas- Had the boat been properly insured for $50,000, this loss
ter strike.
wouldn’t have been a problem. Hagerty would have paid
to repair the boat. However, because the boat was underOccasionally, one of our clients requests that we insure insured, it was deemed a total loss. This left the policytheir boat for less than its market value. Beyond simply holder with two options. He could accept the total loss
saving on premium, the reason some policyholders under- payment of $25,000, which would leave him far short of
insure is based on their own calculation of what it would the $50,000 needed to purchase a replacement boat of
cost to address any major repairs in the event of an acci- similar kind and quality, or he could retain salvage on the
dent. As the following example will demonstrate, the rea- boat and accept a reduced payment. While the salvage
son we strongly advise against underinsuring is not to col- value of a boat will vary significantly based on the type of
lect more in premium but because there are several other loss, in this instance the boat was still structurally sound,
factors that need to be considered when a boat is declared resulting in a salvage value of $10,000. That meant that if
a total loss.
the client opted to retain the boat, he would have only
One of our new policyholders had recently purchased a $15,000 to use towards repairs.
beautifully restored Boesch runabout for $50,000. Figuring Unfortunate situations like this can be avoided by insuring
that the odds of the boat being stolen or completely de- your boat for its full market value. It’s important to rememstroyed were low, our client decided, against our advice, to ber that the more underinsured a boat is, the quicker a
insure the boat for only $25,000. This was enough, he fig- loss will reach the total loss threshold, at which point the
ured, to pay for any accidents that were likely to occur. insured will have to choose between taking a total loss
After a enjoying the boat through the summer, the owner payout for less than the actual value of the boat or paying
borrowed a friend’s truck to tow the boat to a storage facili- to retain salvage and having even less to use for repairs.
ty near his home. Not being familiar with the truck, he

1970 42’ Commander
“Jaclina III ”
Owned By: Dieter Schenk,
Ontario, Canada
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2014 Huron National Rendezvous

Submitted By: Pam Sorensen
By Saturday morning, most of the Commanders, Lancers,
Roamers and Woodys had arrived. Captains wiped away
the morning dew, in preparation of the day’s boat tours. A
wonderful breakfast buffet was presented on the yacht
club patio. We were now such a large group that the
yacht club had to set up a tent, with additional tables and
chairs. The atmosphere was very enjoyable until Mother
Nature made a statement with an intense thunderstorm.
The folks under the tent got a little wet, but the tent managed to remain in place which, at times, seemed to be in
question!!

The 2014 Chris-Craft Commander National Rendezvous
was held on August 1st through August 3rd in Huron, Ohio
on the shores of beautiful Lake Erie.
On Thursday, July 31st, attendees started arriving by land,
sea and air at the Huron Yacht Basin. Many of the attendees enjoyed a nice dinner at the yacht club’s restaurant and had plenty of time to socialize as the wait staff
was very busy.
Friday was a gorgeous day and boats continued to arrive
throughout the day. Witnessing the maneuvering skills of
these captains was a real treat. Many of the slips (or
Wells, as they are called in the Great Lakes area) were
very close quarters, but that did not matter!!
After the brunch, awards were presented to a variety of
folks. Details of the awards are included later in this
newsletter.

Friday evening, a wonderful BBQ dinner was held on the
yacht club patio. The atmosphere was amazing and we
were treated to live entertainment provided by Jerry
Zysigo.
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2014 Huron National Rendezvous

Submitted By: Pam Sorensen

brate our 50 year old Chris- Craft Commander models
and the 15 year anniversary of our club. I know how much
Once the awards were presented, everyone dispersed and work goes into an event of this magnitude and the rendezboat tours commenced. Rain showers continued, on and vous committee and contributors should be very proud of
off, but that did not their accomplishment.
dampen our spirits.
After all, we’re boat- So, on Saturday, we were wondering if Lee would be able
ers!!! Around midday, to present his session, as he was enlisted to resolve a
transmission issue experienced by Mike Schrage during
Lee Dahlen presented his voyage to the Rendezvous. Here is Mike’s story, in
a
seminar
during his words.
which
he
shared
many valuable tips
and answered quesRendezvous Adventure - With a little help from my
tions. Have you had
friends: By Mike Schrage
your
oil
analysis
done??
“I blew my port transmission 6.5 miles out from Huron, OH
Saturday evening we on Friday afternoon. After limping in the rest of the way, I
enjoyed a wonderful pulled in to the marina and was greeted by Commander
dinner ton the patio. . Club friends who sprang into action as soon as the boat
Fortunately, the rain was tied up. It was the start of a NASCAR-equivalent pit
stopped and the heat stop.
was not unbearable The pit stop was executed by Lee Dahlen of Glass Boatfor an August even- works, without whom I'd still be dead in the water.
ing, so dinner on the patio was very enjoyable. After din- While I left Friday afternoon, to retrieve a borrowed transner, we were entertained with live music presented by Dr mission, Lee and his assistant Eric readied the offending
Mo and the Commander Band. Cocktails flowed and danc- transmission for removal. On Saturday, the old transmission was muscled out and the new transmission was lowing commenced.
ered in and installed. By 6pm on Saturday we conducted
Our Rendezvous Hosts: Char a successful sea trial in time to be back for dinner! I was
Pike, Tim Toth, Matt O’Donnell amazed and couldn't believe it had been accomplished.
(Seated)
Pulling in on Friday I had resigned myself to the fact that
the boat would have to stay in Huron for a few weeks
while I made arrangements for the repair. But instead, I
On Sunday, we said our was out on the lake the following evening putting the boat
good-byes and began and the newly installed transmission through its paces. I
our voyages home. We couldn't believe it!
enjoyed making new I arrived home safely Sunday afternoon after a 5 hour
friends and renewing old cruise home without any problems. Where Commander
friendships.
We Club members are gathered, amazing things can happen.
swapped stories, con- Friday's tale of woe wouldn't have turned out positively
sumed Bloody Marys without the help of many people this weekend. So, thank
and admired the beauty you to all of you! I owe you more than a thank you, so I'm
of the boats in attend- indebted to each of you.
ance. Around 60 boats
made the trip and we Thank you to....
had a couple hundred
attendees
from
11 Lee Dahlen and Eric Moody for jumping into action and
states, making this Ren- being willing to work hard over a weekend that should
dezvous the Commander Club’s largest to date. This have been relaxing;
event was well done and it was a very fitting way to cele(Continued to next page)

(Continued from previous page)
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2014 Huron National Rendezvous

Submitted By: Pam Sorensen

(Continued from previous page)
Rendezvous Adventure - With a little help from my
friends: By Mike Schrage
Thank you to.... (Cont’d)
Dick Morland for locating and brokering the loan of a suitable transmission; and Scott Abbott for readily agreeing
to loan me a transmission;
Jim Wick and Bob Bothum for loaning me a car to go
retrieve the transmission;
Ron Sherman for driving to pick up tools while the operation got underway, and for his strong back, and assistance
with the installation of the new transmission;
Char Pike for the loan of her car to run the local errands;
Scott Anderson for his muscles assisting with the installation; and Rick Schrage for his moral support and assistance retrieving, moving, and muscling the transmissions
around.
I've probably forgotten someone, but you get the idea that
it took a good number of people to pull it off. So, thank
you again to all of you! If you're going to have a break
down, have it at a Commander Club rendezvous.
Thanks again Lee! My boating summer can carry on. “

Here are a few links related to the Rendezvous:
Photo Album 1
Photo Album 2
Photo Album 3
Video of
Attendees
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2014 Awards - Hall Of Fame
Hall Of Fame Award

ing and nicest people I've ever had the privilege to work
with.

Purpose: To recognize and honor a member of the organization whose contributions have promoted the mission, Personally, I met Char & hubby David back in late Novemlegacy and future of the Chris Craft Commander Club.
ber of 2000. I had a consulting client in Madison Heights,
MI and was "batching it" in the Detroit suburbs for about 3
Eligibility: Commander Club members who have provided days a week. Friend Scott Anderson set up a small party
unique contributions to the club and/or contributions to the at Jack's in Saint Clair Shores aboard a Chris Craft boat
boating community. Not required to be awarded annually. that was part of the building. Scott invited Char & Dave,
Honorees are selected by the Executive Committee club member Jeff Laethem, & myself. Being both a boater
months before the annual rendezvous. The award is a and gearhead, I hit it off right away with Char & Dave. Litspecially designed clock presented at the annual rendez- tle did I know then how far & to what extent in activity levvous
els being one of Char's co-workers and friends involved!
Char joined the club's Executive Committee in 2005 as
Archivist, and has been an integral and important part of
club
management
ever
since.
When this club was founded in 1999, management was
Presented by Chief Commander really simple. Essentially it was a very small group of
Commander enthusiasts exchanging e-mails about their
Dick Morland
Commanders. Today we are over 1550 members. We
The most prestigious recognition have considerable funds with which we do things like this
& honor the Commander Club can very rendezvous. As you might imagine, club management
bestow on someone is to induct today is way more complex than in the early days. It's very
them into the Commander Club similar to running a small business. There is a saying "The
Hall of Fame. We induct someone devil is in the details" --- Well, the devil has met his detail
into the Hall of Fame "To recog- match in Char Pike. Every EC member (or rendezvous
nize and honor a person whose local host) at one time or another has had their posterior
contributions have promoted the mission, legacy and fu- saved by a gentle reminder from Char about some detail
ture
of
the
Chris
Craft
Commander
Club". or issue.
This is not an annual award, but is used to recognize &
honor the efforts and results generated by a member or
members that have risen far beyond the normal. Honorees In her 'real job' as club Archivist, she reads all posts to our
are selected by the Executive Committee in the months forum, decides which have pertinent, archivable inforprior to a national rendezvous. The award is a specially mation, and creates both an html file with all this information, an index of all posts, and then links the whole
designed clock presented at the rendezvous.
thing together. The end result is SuperDisc, the club's
main revenue source. A few people know that this effort
In the past, words such as: "Dedicated, organized, collab- involves hundreds of hours. Truly a labor of love from a
orative, caring, creative and self assured" have been used dedicated member. In addition to this effort, she also
to
describe
this
year’s
honoree. keeps and posts the minutes of the Executive Committee
With the enthusiastic affirmative vote of 5/6th of the Exec- meetings on our website so that all who are interested in
utive Committee in a clandestine operation of which the the inner workings and finances of the club can be fully
honoree knew nothing of and obviously did not have a informed. In her life away from the Commander Club,
vote, our newest inductee into the Commander Club Hall Char was an 8th grade Social Studies teacher for 30 years
of Fame is Charlene Pike! Anybody who knows or has prior to retirement. She also assists in the management of
worked with Charlene, will certainly agree that she has other organizations --- She was the primary force behind
earned this award many, many times over. I think each new bylaws for the Snomads Snowmobile Club, for
one of you here today met Char when you checked in at
registration. She's the primary reason your check-in was
(Continued to next page)
easy & pleasant. She's certainly one of the hardest work-

Charlene Pike
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2014 Awards –Hall Of Fame
Hall Of Fame Award—(cont’d)

tion. She also served as treasurer of the Michigan Association of Middle School Educators (MAMSE).
Truly a busy & dedicated lady! According to hubby Dave,
which she won the "Trailmaster Award". She also does the her real passions are Chris Craft Boats, the Commander
data entry for Birmingham Power Squadron's Vessel Safe- Club, and NASCAR! Char will do anything for you as an
ty Check program, although hubby Dave gets the credit for individual, or the club, as long as you don't ask on a NASthis one :-)
CAR day!
She was also on the Board and served as President of
Please join the entire Executive Committee in welcoming
what used to be known as National Middle School Associ- our newest Hall of Fame member!
ation now known as the Association for Middle Level Education or AMLE and is currently part of the AMLE Founda-

2014 Awards –Warren Pateman Restoration Award
Warren Pateman Restoration Award
Purpose: To recognize and honor a member of the organization who has made a detailed and complete documentation of a restoration or other major preservation project on a vessel. The project supports the mission, legacy
and future of the Chris Craft Commander Club.

Quentin is recognized for the restorations of both a 42
Commander and a still in process 46 Roamer. In early
February of 2013 Quentin started a post titled 1969 Chris
Craft Roamer Refit. This and subsequent posts described
what was going on with the big Roamer and a link to a
well-illustrated and descriptive blog he was keeping on this
project. As of August 1, 2014 this posting thread had
4839 views, an all time record for any post or thread on
our forum!

The award is named for Warren Patemen who with his
lifelong friend Graham Robertson fully restored a 1964 38
Commander in Mandurah Western Australia in 2004. His The documentation:
M/V HONEY Quentin: 1968 42’
website http://www.chriscraft.com.au/about.htm exists as a Commander DCMY: A documentation of many restoration
reference point for the many Chris-Craft owners and War- projects
ren's friends throughout the world who may find useful https://sites.google.com/site/1968chriscraftcommander42
information and inspiration to assist their own Commander
refurbishment projects. Within this site you will find information on Bambi's history, detailed information with photographic references on the extensive rebuild and pictures of
the completed project. Warren Pateman lost his two year
fight with cancer in June 2006 so this website has been
completed by his son Darren to finish the project his dad
started in 2004.
Eligibility: A worthy documentation would be well written, informative, preferably contain a number of step by
step instructions, contain numerous photographs and/or
videos, list of suppliers used, materials, etc. The documentation should be readily available to Commander Club
members. Not required to be awarded annually
Selected by: The Executive Committee months before the
annual rendezvous

2014 Award Winner: Quentin
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2014 Awards –Awards Of Distinction Honorees
In recognition of dedication to the promotion and preservation of the Chris Craft Commander line of pleasure craft.
Eligibility: Any individual or business whose actions have
had a positive influence on the Commander line of pleasure craft. Candidates do not have to be Commander Club
members. More than one could be presented in a year.
Honorees are selected by The Executive Committee at
various times throughout the year. The award is a framed
certificate presented at the annual rendezvous or mailed
to recipient.

Tim Miller
In recognition and appreciation of
your continued support and dedication to the members and mission of
the Chris Craft Commander Club, for
being a top SuperDisc poster for
eight years.

Tim Toth
In recognition and appreciation of your
continued support and dedication to the
members and mission of the Chris Craft
Commander Club by hosting the 2014
rendezvous.

Matt O'Donnell
In recognition and appreciation of your
continued support and dedication to the
members and mission of the Chris Craft
Commander Club by hosting the 2014
rendezvous.

Hagerty Classic Marine Insurance and Carla Gernhofer

Quentin
In recognition and appreciation of your continued support
and dedication to the mission and goals of the Chris Craft
Commander Club, and for being the number one SuperDisc poster for 2013, plus being on the top ten SuperDisc
poster list for two consecutive years.

Brian Barton
In recognition and appreciation

of your continued support and
dedication to the members and
mission of the Chris Craft Commander Club, for being a top
SuperDisc poster for 2013 and
co-hosting the 2013 Regional
Rendezvous in St. Clair, MI.
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In recognition and appreciation for your
support and dedication to the members
and mission of the Chris Craft Commander Club by providing sponsorship
for the 2014 rendezvous.

Huron Yacht Club - Thom
Greenawalt Commodore
In recognition and appreciation
of your support of the 2014
Chris Craft Commander Club
Rendezvous

Huron Boat Basin - Doug
Steinwart Dock Master
In recognition and appreciation
of your support of the 2014
Chris Craft Commander Club
Rendezvous
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2014 Awards – National Rendezvous Anniversary Celebration Awards
These awards were presented by the local host committee Mac McCreery Ashtabula OH 1965 38 Express ;
as part of the 15th/50th Anniversary Celebration Rendezvous at Huron, OH.
Ron Smoker Geneva OH 1967 38 Sedan FB with Cat diesels.

Flagship Award:

Bryan and Julie Huntley 1964 38 Commander

Oldest Commander:
Bryan and Julie Huntley 1964 Commander

Oldest Chris Craft:
John Tyger 1941 44 DCFB

Oldest Roamer:
Hunt Taylor 1969 41 Roamer;
Jim Watkins 1969 38 Roamer FB

Oldest Lancer:
Tom Wood 1968 23 Corsair Lancer

Longest Cruise:

Land Cruiser Long Distance:
North Carolina - Jim Dean;
Florida - Jim Godwin, James Dean, Tim Gressett, Jim
Wick, Bob Bothum;
Vermont: Willie Leipert;
Missouri- Tim Miller, Larry Musgrave

Chief Stylist:
Dick Avery

Most Money Spent At Rendezvous:
Presented by Brian Barton at the Saturday Night Dinner
just minutes after a successful sea trial of the Hooz A
Bum. The inaugural award for the Member who spent the
most money AT a Commander Club Rendezvous. ( Love
the award and he was a good sport! )
2014- Mike Schrage Hooz A Bum V

Pat Chaps St. Clair MI 1972 28 Sport Express;

1988 422 Commander
“Amerlyn ”
Owned By: Scot Kuhn ,
Connecticut, USA
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As a member of the Chris-Craft Commander Club, you will now receive a monthly email providing interesting and
valuable tidbits, on a variety of topics. Below are the topics from May through October

May 2014 Topic: Videos
There are 64 videos currently available for your viewing on CommandClub.com? The videos include boat tours,
How-To videos, and the history of Chris Craft. Follow the link below to check them out:

View Videos

June 2014 Topic: Advanced Search for members
You can use the Advanced Search feature, on the Member Registry page, to retrieve a very specific list of members? For example, if you want to find all members that live in Florida and own 35’ Commanders, you can retrieve
this list using the Member Registry Advanced Search feature.
Go to the advanced member search (http://commanderclub.com/profiles/members/advancedSearch).
Check the 35' Commander box
Check the state of Florida
Click Search
The advanced search function will deliver a list of all members with a 35' Commander in Florida.
You can combine any other sets of variables to do similar searches. A reminder that if you check more than one
choice for any given variable, it will narrow your search not widen it. Checking both 60' Commander and 55' Commander will give you members owning both a 6'0 and 55'. Not a very likely person, but you never know!!
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(continued)

July 2014 Topic: Staying signed on to CommanderClub.com
That you can see content on the CommanderClub.com site without being signed on?? Could you not be signed on,
without realizing it?? To verify your status when on the site, follow the steps below:
1. Bring up the Commanderclub.com site.
2. Just above Club News, on the right, do you see the following:

3. If you see this, you are not truly signed on to the site and therefore do not have access to much of the valuable
content. Click Sign In.
4. You will be prompted to enter your email address ( that you used to sign up for the club), along with your password. If you have forgotten your password, click the Forgot Password link.
Staying Signed On:
You can remain signed on to Commanderclub.com site, avoiding the need to log on each time you enter the site.
The first time you sign on, your browser should ask you if want to Remember the ID and/or password for the site,
click the option to remember the information.
IE:

Firefox:
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(continued)

July 2014 Topic: Staying signed on to CommanderClub.com (Cont’d)
Google Chrome:

Exiting
When you exit the CommanderClub.com site, do not log off. You can simply click the “X” at the top of your
browser tab toward the top of your screen.

August 2014 Topic: Classified Ads Update
Our Classified Ads feature has struggled for some time. We have identified an alternative solution and hope to
have that up and running this week. Once the solution is in place, We will provide instructions for using the new
feature via an email and forum discussion. Thank you for your patience as we work through the issue with our
Classified Ads application.
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September 2014 Topic:

(continued)

New Classified Ads Feature

An alternate solution for our original, buggy Classifieds Ads feature has been found!!! We have been able to create
a Classified section that works much the same as our Discussion Forum.
Alarik has assembled a Quick Start Guide that will help you through the process of adding a new classified ad.

October 2014 Topic:

Discounts for CCCC Members

As a member of the Chris-Craft Commander Club, you have two discounts of which you can take advantage: Boat
US and Hagerty Insurance. The pages providing more information on club discounts are located under the Members menu or you may click the links below for more details.:
Boat US Discount
Hagerty Insurance Discount

1980 36' Sport Fisherman
“Northern Clipper ”
Owned By: Walt, Ruth, & Lola
Nischt , Ohio, USA
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What’s In A Name…… Epica II

Submitted By: Massimo Marrara

The name of my boat is Epica ll . I
bought the boat with this name 3
months ago. i think that the boat is
made in Italy in Fiumicino near
Rome, licensed by CC.
I live in
Reggio Calbria, Italy and I continue
to research looking for history on my
boat.

What’s In A Name…… Margaritaville

Submitted By: Mike Rudy

Its not a place ,It’s a
state of mind
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What’s In A Name…… Sandy B
We bought our 1983 Chris Craft Commander model 360
sport fisherman in 2001. We have owned boats in the
past including Chris Craft Sea Skiffs in wood. Choosing
a boat name is never easy and it must fit the boat and
owner’s personality. After many names, we choose
Sandy B named after my wife. The name really fits and
now, all of our boating friends call my wife Sandy B as
well, both are classics. We boat on the Great lakes and
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Submitted By: Patrick Beard
have now moved our boat north to Duncan Bay Boat
Club (www.duncanbay.org) in Cheboygan, Michigan.
Now retired, we are just three hours from our first North
Channel anchorage where we will spend time every
year. There are other Commanders in our harbor and
would love to host a Commander’s rendezvous soon.
We are 14 miles from Mackinac Island and hundreds of
pristine anchorages
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What’s In A Name…… kiitos
I bought my 1978 30' CC Commander Sportsman from
the original owner in 2000. There was no name and I
struggled for the first two years that I owned the boat to
find an appropriate name. I am now retired but at the
time I owned a business that manufactured sailing yacht
masts. My two largest customers were in Finland. I
spent a great deal of time in that country but in an area
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Submitted By: Mike Feldman
that was largely Swedish speaking. I thought I would
say "Thank You" for the business and name the boat the
word for "thank you". The Swedish word for "Thank
You" is "tack" and that didn't seem appropriate since it
means “to change direction” on a sailing yacht in English. But the Finnish word for "Thank You" is "kiitos" so I
named the boat "kiitos".
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What’s In A Name…… Liberty Ann
In my youth, we had a boat (not CC) that we named
Miss Chris after my older sister who had recently gone
off to college. So when we bought our Commander last
year, we tossed around several names - for a while, the
winning name was Full House because we are three
humans and two dogs in our family. But in a tribute to
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Submitted By: Jim Frens
our daughter, I decided to name the boat Liberty Ann, as
you can see in the photo (Liberty is sitting on the transom). She was quite impressed when I surprised her by
showing her the name on the boat for the first time, as
we kept it a secret until she saw it.
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What’s In A Name…… Oriole
The name of the Chris-Craft is the "Oriole". My Husband
Jonathan's grandfather started Oriole Chocolates in 1912
with a partner, Harry Brown. They changed the name to
Brown and Haley and incorporated that name in 1914.
The trucks still used "Oriole Chocolates” and also displayed the logo of the Oriole bird. In 1944, Brown was
bought out and it has been since owned by the Haley family. The last 15 years, 5 private investors, one
being the President, Pierson Clair, were brought in.
There are three Haley cousins that are on the Board of
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Submitted By: Lynette McNamara-Haley
Directors, Anne Haley, Jeff Haley and Jonathan Haley.
So in honor of Jonathan's grandparents and the connection we feel to our history, it seemed an appropriate name
for the boat “Oriole”, as well as, including the Oriole logo
on the transom. Who doesn't like chocolate and who
doesn't like boats?
Just a reminder and an acknowledgement of family history.
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What’s In A Name…… Rascal
I bought my 1978 41 foot Commander in Cincinnati this
past December from Rusty Young who was only selling the
boat because of bad health. He had owned the boat over
twenty years and I am sure that it was with extreme reluctance and sadness that he had put the boat up for
sale. Having owned three wooden Constellations in my
past life I fell in love with the layout and design of the
41. (yes, it took three wooden boats to convince my thick
head that fiberglass was the only way to go.) At the closing, before Rusty signed the title over to me, he gave me a
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Submitted By: John Toedtman
deadly serious look and told me I would have to promise to
keep the name, Rascal, for the boat. I gave him my word
on it. A month later, Rusty died from complications after a
knee operation. As you can see from the picture below,
the name “Rascal” is still proudly on the transom and shall
remain there. If anyone from the club passes through Cincinnati please feel free to give me a call (513 549 9824)
and I will be delighted to give a tour of the Rascal.
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What’s In A Name…… That’s What She Said

Submitted By: John Friedman

The profile of my 410 Commander sitting at the dock is
fairly tall and looks substantial
especially with the aft curtains
in place. When people would
walk down the dock I frequently hear "That thing is
huge!". So I decided to name
the boat "That's What She
Said".

What’s In A Name…… Two-Suns

Submitted By: John J. Sullivan

As you might have guessed I have
two sons, Kevin and Connor. They
are 15 years apart, Kevin is 31 and
Connor is 16. Connor was born in
1998. We bought the boat in September of 2000. The name I chose
for the boat was “Con-Man”. I
thought it was different and picked
up on Connor’s name. Kevin was
not too happy about being left out
so I had to come up with something
that included both of them, hence
“Two-Suns”.
The whole process took so long that
we launched the boat without a
name. I had not put the swim platform on yet so we ended up building
a makeshift scaffold in the water in
order to get it done. Everyone on
the dock thanked us for the day of
entertainment.
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What’s In A Name…… Wich Craft
In 2009 I purchased a 1969 Chris-Craft 31 foot Commander that had been damaged by hurricane Wilma. My
three children and myself have spent many hours bringing
her back to life.
I don’t think she will ever be done because we enjoy our
outings cruising, fishing and diving, which doesn’t leave
much time for completing the restoration. My father, Donald A. Wich started to work for Chris-Craft in 1958 and
was Vice President when he retired in 1981. Over the
years, while I was growing up, he would sometime bring
home a “test” boat for the weekend. Sometimes the inside
was just the skeleton of the boat. My brother and I liked
those the best. My dad, my brother and I reworked three
of the smaller test boats over the years. My favorite was
the 15.5 Corsair that my dad let me install a 327 Chris-
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Submitted By: Tom Wich
Craft Chevy conversion. That boat flew! Back to my story.
When I brought this boat home, my dad was 93 years old.
When he came outside to look at the boat, it he was
young again! He would tell me stories about that cleat and
this light and what supplier gave him a hard time. Neither
engines ran but he kept asking me to let him hear the engines. Sadly, he died before I could get the engines running. I had a tough time coming up with a name that everyone in my family liked until I had an idea. How about
making the “W” in Wich drawn out to resemble the “C” in
Chris-Craft? So now, as an honor to my dad and the
proud Chris Craft tradition, our boat in known as “Wich
Craft”. Some people call it “Which Craft” but for those
that knew my dad know it is pronounced “Wick Craft”
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What’s In A Name…… Chris-Sea’s Creamsicle

Submitted By: Paul A Mathias

Ever since my wife Chrissy and I have been together, I hence the name Chris-Sea’s Creamsicle. We get the conhave named our boats after Her. The 2 previous boats stant question of “what year is that?” and we get thumbs
were named Miss Chris-Sea, and Miss Chris-Sea II. For up every time we are out on the water .
the current boat, a 1973 23’ Lancer Rally Pack inboard,
we thought we needed a little imagination. The color combination is very reminiscent of a frozen orange creamsicle
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What’s In A Name…… Jax ’n Diggs
My wife Jacqui and myself started boating in our senior
years after retiring to Vancouver Island. My surname is
Diggle, however, since we met, Jacqui has called me by
the name of Diggs. I, in turn, have always called her
Jax. Being residents of British Columbia, we loved the
BC wines and one in particular called Jackson-Triggs.

Submitted By: Roy & Jacqui Diggle
a Merlot, and you guessed it we made labels and called
it Jax ’n Diggs. It followed that when we bought our first
boat, (a Mainship) we called it Jax ’n Diggs. Next, when
we bought our beautiful Chris-Craft 38’ Commander and
had to continue the name. We called it Jax ’n Diggs…
too.

We started making our own wine and the first batch was
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What’s In A Name…… Phoenix

Submitted By: Tara Neely

Rising gloriously from the ashes of its former self, a mag- had always wanted, and worked day in and day out for
nificent flaming bird wings it's way into the endless blue over five months to have the boat water-ready for the
sky, giving promise of renewal to all who see it.
coming season. Now, The Phoenix floats, ready, seaworthy, and resplendent. But The Phoenix isn't the only
The Phoenix rocks gently from side to side, a boat that up-from-the-ashes tale to be found aboard: her name has
truly encompasses the definition of rebirth. Had anyone a double meaning. Several years ago, Lee underwent a
seen the decrepit vessel 16 months previously, they much-needed double lung transplant, which, coupled with
would have termed it junk; an empty core and rotting in- other health complications, threatened to send Lee to Dasides a testimony of it's neglect. Now, all 38 feet of the vy Jones' locker. With the help and support of his family
restored Chris-Craft gleams with the Polish and grand and friends, as well as his own un-daunted spirit, Lee deluster that only elbow grease and time and love can pro- fied all medical expectations, making a nearly complete
vide. The inside is just as impressive, with new wiring, recovery. And so, both The Phoenix and her Captain
paneling, flooring, furniture, and appliances, and all in- have risen from their respective ashes, sailing onto the
stalled by hand by the Captain himself, Lee Krotzer. Lee endless blue lake, symbols of reincarnation and rejuvenatraded in his old boat with the dream of the Chris-Craft he tion for all to see.
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What’s In A Name…… Alma De Um Pirate

Submitted By: Alan Cox

I bought my 1967 Chris Craft
in Feb of 2014. Never registered, I asked the owner
what her name was and was
told Soul of a Pirate in Portuguese. The rest is history

What’s In A Name…… Wazz

Submitted By: Doug Wojtowicz

I have a 1977 36 Commander named
WAZZ. My last name is Wojtowicz
and at my marina, nobody can pronounce my name so they call me
Wazz. About 8 years ago, I started a
boat renovation business that I
named Wazz Renovation. I bought
this boat 2 years ago and after weeks
of trying to come up with a name. I
figured I will just call her WAZZ.
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What’s In A Name…… Wise Choice

Submitted By: Bill Wise

"Wise Choice". A 19 foot, 78 ChrisCraft Lancer. Of course I used my
last name for naming her, but there's
more to it than that. I've owned her
34 years. I've watched my family
grow up on this boat. She may be
small, but she has a way of luring us
all together every summer. So as a
dad and a family man, she truly has
been a "Wise Choice".

What’s In A Name…… Vaporaki

Submitted By: Constantine Cheston

I bought my first boat in 1967 and used
it on the Hudson River in NY. I joined
two other boaters that year on a trip to
Expo in Canada. It was a 27 footer and
I named it VAPORAKI. I went on to a
23, a 26, a 32. and a 38 CCC Hull # 6438-0001, My current boat is a 1971
CCC 47 and its name is the same as
all the rest of them, VAPORAKI. Vaporaki, is greek and means “LITTLE
BOAT”. The 47 is located at a marina
on the Chester River, Maryland.
Additional information on “VAPORAKI”
In Greek, “VAPORI” is steam ship.
In Greek , “RAKI”, is home brew alcoholic (now brewed commercially) but
the two words put together, “Vaporaki”
is “Little Boat”.
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What’s In A Name…… Good Sheperd
I have a 1969 Chris-Craft 35 fly bridge Commander. I
purchased this beautiful boat in Michigan and had it
shipped to Jacksonville, Florida in June. It just loves the
warm water down here! ha ha I am a Catholic priest so
I named the boat the “Good Shepherd”. I got the idea
from St Pope John Paul II. He flew in a plane called the
Good Shepherd while he was Pope. I remembered that
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Submitted By: Fr Conrad Cowart
and decided that would be a great name for my boat,
also. I said Mass at St Peters with him and many other
priests back in the 90’s and he was with out doubt a
great Good Shepherd and my very special hero.
There is nothing like boating in a Commander!
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What’s In A Name…… No Ka Oi

Submitted By: Gary Silva

We named our boat No Ka Oi because we love Hawaii. It touches our souls whenever we get a chance to visit. No Ka
Oi means "the best". We felt it was very fitting since we own a CCC

What’s In A Name…… Triquetra

Submitted By: David O’Brien

We are The O'Briens and love our Irish
heritage. “Triquetra” is Celtic for Trinity,
with multiple meanings (3 At least) from
Christian, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
Pagen, and earth, wind, and Fire. The
font I used is Celtic, and the Irish knot
called Triquetra with three endless sections.
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What’s In A Name…… Redhead & Chowderhead

Submitted By: Bill Zeller

“Redhead” started as a candidate for the junkyard. After
restoration, she's ready to enjoy. It is named after my wife
Maureen who is, you guessed
it, a redhead. Originally a white
boat, now she sports a red
hull, and custom red and white
upholstery.
We also have a 38 SF named
“Chowderhead”. That's the one
that's named after me!

What’s In A Name…… O’Tawanda

Submitted By: Wayne Roworth

Although we did not name the
boat we were told the name
came from the "Fried Green Tomatoes" movie. Some sources
spell it Towanda.
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What’s In A Name…… Home Office
I searched for a boat for almost three years. I had
resigned myself to thinking that a sailboat was all I could
afford since my budget was small. One evening, as I was
looking through my nightly tour of boat listings I came
across a 1977 410 Chris-Craft Commander. I knew that
the boat had a great history and noticed that the seller had
lowered the price for the third time. I loved the boat and
the name from the start. I work full time in a boarding
school that I founded for troubled youth 16 years ago. I
wanted a boat as a place to get away for a short time to
recharge my batteries. It would be a place I could still take
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Submitted By: Larry Musgrave

calls for work but be excluded from the daily grind. The
boat’s name was “Home Office” It was Just what I was
looking for. I ask the broker to offer half the asking price
and to my disbelief the counter offer came back just
$1,000.00 over that offer. After two surveys and three
months of chasing paper I closed on the boat.
I love this boat even with the neglect it has received over
the past six years. It is a jewel. I now have a place to go
and relax and if asked were I am heading I just reply to the
Home Office. Life is good!
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What’s In A Name…… Captain Giannis R

Submitted By: Michalis Roditis

Remaining always at your disposal .

What’s In A Name…… Sew Watt

Submitted By: Paul Avenoso
We are the proud owners of a
1969 CCC 47’ flush deck motor yacht. The “SEW” portion is
my wife, a seamstress and
artist. I provide the “WATT”
since I am an electrician. Our
vanity plates keep the series
going with “SEW WATT” on a
Chrysler 300 C and “SEW
HOT” on a Z3 BMW. I plan on
“SEW WIRED” on my truck,
just to keep it going. BTW, our
beautiful Commander is for
sale.
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What’s In A Name….. Wight Caps

Submitted By: Barb & Jim Wight

Our last name is WIGHT, pronounced like white. We boat in
Vermilion, Ohio on Lake Erie
which is known for rough water
and white caps. So, we thought it
would be appropriate to name our
boat WIGHT CAPS.

What’s In A Name….. Extra Innings

Submitted By: Bruno & Susan Millonig

Our boat is named "Extra Innings". It represents both our
life long love of the game as well
as the overtime you have to
work to pay for the privilege of
boat ownership! Technically, it's
the second "EI" we've owned,
but the first boat was for only a
brief
period
of
time.
Therefore, to give a nod to the
original "Extra Innings" -- instead
of the typical Roman Numeral
"II" we decided to add a pair of
baseballs instead.
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What’s In A Name…...Woodstock

Submitted By: Laurie & Tom Stock
The name for our boat came to us very easily
and fits the era of the boat also. Our boat is
all "WOOD" and our last name is "STOCK"
put them together and you have it:
"WOODSTOCK"
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What’s In A Name…...Patty Wagon
Nope, I’m not a cop! Neither is Patty, What I am is a gear
head who was a drag racer prior to boating. I had a 57
Corvette which was used only for drag racing, going to
drag strips on a trailer. I also had a hopped up pickup that
we used as a tow vehicle, but Patty needed a car also.
Being practical (& cheap) I bought her a 49 Plymouth station wagon beater that could also serve as a parts chaser
and could hold a complete race car engine if necessary.
Isn’t it obvious?? Patty’s wagon, soon renamed Patty
Wagon! Racing at this level was expensive for 25 year
olds, so we had a partner in the car. In 1964 our partner
was drafted for the Vietnam War. We decided to sell the
car and all the related equipment & parts and split the proceeds.
Now, I had some extra cash and was already used to an
expensive hobby. At the time my mother lived next to a
Chris dealer in Algonquin, IL and on one of my visits I
spotted a 22 foot Chris Cavalier on a trailer in the dealer’s
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Submitted By: Dick Morland
yard ! Patty Wagon ! Since this start, Patty Wagon has
appeared on the transom of nine boats over a fifty year
period. All but one were Chris Crafts, which included three
Commanders!
PS - This will make car guys & gals cry. When we sold all
the race car stuff in 1964, we also sold the 4 wheel Patty
Wagon, which by this time had evolved in to a 1956 Chevy
Nomad station wagon, which had a factory 6 cylinder engine. We had modified the car with dual exhausts and a
close ratio 4-speed. Sure wish we had never sold this
one! In nice shape and returned to factory stock condition, this 4 wheel Patty Wagon would probably bring more
cash on today’s market than our current 47 foot Patty
Wagon!
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What’s In A Name…...Rapparee
My boat is a fully restored 38’ Commander. It is a 1969,
delivered in upper Michigan in August 1968. For much
of its life it was on Lake Michigan and, I believe, was
largely a fishing boat. The Hull # is FXB 380001. At
one time it was a documented vessel named “Barbie
Joe”. If any of the members know anything about its
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Submitted By: James E Hogan, CPA
history, I would be interested in hearing it. The limerick, on the following page, is good but the explanation
of my boat name is in small print at the bottom. This
was excerpted from a book titled “The Search for the
Galloping Hogan”.
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What’s In A Name…...Rapparee (cont’d)
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Submitted By: James E Hogan, CPA
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What’s In A Name…… Rose Won
I have a 1966 Commander; we bought her after she had
been abandoned at a Ft. Lauderdale boat yard. The prior
owner had requisitioned a paint job and decided to never
pay for it. We bought her for the silly sum of $3500 and
began a full restoration, spending more than 20 times her
purchase price. She’s named Rose Won after my 15
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Submitted By: Guy Lewis
year old daughter, Rose, who in turn is named after her
great grandmother. The boat is beautifully restored and
rests at Dinner Key Marina in Coconut Grove Florida.
She’s our pride and joy.
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What’s In A Name…… SAL
The SAL is a 38’ 1965 Chris Craft Commander. The
name "SAL" is short for "Seaboard Air Line," a railroad
that was the SAL's original owner. Founded in 1900,
Seaboard Air Line Railroad offered service along the
Eastern United States, including a route from New York
to Union Station in Tampa. Use of the term "Air Line"
pre-dates the invention of the airplane. It was used by
various early railroads to trumpet long straight stretches
of rail over which trains could achieve high speeds.

Submitted By: Ken Walters
Coast Line Railroad. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad
eventually merged with the Chessie system to become
CSX Railroad, which survives today. CSX later sold the
SAL to Boca Grande fishing guide Dave Sherman, who
in 1996, sold it to Ken Walters and Andy Graham. Tampa is now the SAL's home port.

Harbour Island in downtown Tampa was originally
known as Seddon Island, which was named after W. L.
Seddon, chief engineer for the Seaboard Air Line railSeaboard Air Line Railroad purchased the “SAL” from
road. The 177 acres island was purchased from the
Hanson Marine in Sarasota and used it to take clients
Seaboard Coast Line in 1979 for residential, office and
and others tarpon fishing in Boca Grande, Florida where retail development purposes.
the railroad had substantial investments in land and faCoincidentally, Ken's great-great grandfather, Captain
cilities. SAL provided a natural place for multi-million
dollar business agreements to take place. Former Gen- Walter H. Merriman, owned and operated RAILROAD, a
eral Electric CEO Jack Welsh, among many other busi- schooner used as a coastal freighter of sorts during the
late 19th and the early 20th centuries to transport barness and government leaders, enjoyed fishing aboard
SAL. Boca Grande had a deep water port to which the rels of molasses and household goods to offshore islands and coastal communities from Harpswell, Maine.
railroad transported phosphate from mines in Polk
County. In 1967 Seaboard Air Line Railroad merged
with Atlantic Coast Line Railroad to form the Seaboard
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What’s In A Name…… Lady Ice Blue
When I sold my 31' Commander "Knife Island" back in
2007, I thought my time on Gitchee Gumee was pretty
much finished. I have always loved being on and around
Lake Superior but life, career, and family issues happened. Then... one day in 2013 while visiting some
friends up north (I was just minding my own business
and not trying to cause any trouble at all) I saw this lovely old 38' Commander in storage at my old marina on
Lake Superior. I was familiar with her from a few seasons spent up in Silver Bay on Superior's North Shore
and had visited with the former owner (now deceased)
onboard more than once. Well there she was, looking a
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Submitted By: Bob Shutes
bit forlorn and resting on stands in storage at the Knife
River Marina. Our eyes met across the parking lot and
then she said, "Please don't leave me here!" I just knew
we were meant to be together. One thing led to another
and next thing you know she was mine. She is a documented vessel and I've changed her name to "Lady Ice
Blue". That's the name of a poem I wrote once about
the transformation of Lake Superior from a massive glacier to her current estate as the greatest of the Great
Lakes (on the following page). It just seemed right to
identify my new Commander with the lake on which she
lives.
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What’s In A Name…… Lady Ice Blue

(cont’d)

Submitted By: Bob Shutes

A Lady Ice Blue
Superior is a Lady Ice Blue,
but she has a glacier’s heart and her thoughts are glacier thoughts.
Once she made the bedrock groan, and crushed the hills without regret.
Boulders trembled at her approach, while every rock cried out in surrender.
How majestic this Queen of Snows! stalking the land with unhurried step.
Look at her now! Her ice feet melted away.
Hobbled by a shore, her wanderings all ended.
Pebbles and stones gather on her shores, staring and unafraid.
Laughing, they skip across her back at the hands of children.
Look at her now! None like Superior, Incomparable, beautiful, cold.
She has become a lady! Melted to crystal blue.
No more the unbearable crushings of her glacier past.
She has become beautiful in lakehood, brilliant and shining.
She has been gentle with me at dayspring and twilight,
Playful in day breeze and splashing sunshine.
I have watched her dancing in sunlight and moonbeam,
When she was contented and her sighs were soft at the shore.
But October winds stir up memories of glacier days,
Deep in the cold water where no one sees.
That is when her thoughts return to crushing.
By November she will be stalking ships,
Men and freighters trembling at her furious step.
No one is safe with her then. The sailors know.

But today she is gracious and lovely. So beautiful is this Lady Ice Blue.
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The Dock Box…...miscellaneous items of interest.
Member Spotlight:

Psst -- Wanna be an author?? The club relies on content authored by members for
our bi-annual publication, Styled In Fiberglass. It is these articles about their boats and boating experiences that
make SIF the great publication it has been since the beginning.
Now, there's another avenue for members to contribute their literary talents. Member Spotlight, which is featured on
our website homepage, consists of a short biography of an individual or family who has advanced the goals & purpose of the club. Selections in the past have been by EC members, but we are encouraging Member Spotlight submissions from our members. Know someone whom you think is cool and an interesting family? Something special
or unique about their boat or interaction with the club? Or, just someone you think we should know better? Perhaps you have an interesting story that you’d like to share with the group. If so, you can self-nominate for Member
Spotlight.
WHAT: What's involved and how lengthy is one of these articles? Articles should be between 200 - 800 words
(longer is OK) and be something like a short biography of the member and his / her family, plus their current boat
and past boating history. There should be some pictures, usually 4 or more. There are currently 18 examples of
previous Member Spotlights in the Members drop down tab on our website main page. These show the range of
word count and number of pictures used in the past.
HOW: If you are interested, please contact Member Spotlight Chair, Pam Sorensen,
pr.commanderclub@gmail.com. She will be happy to assist with advice, guidelines, etc.
YOUR REWARD: Remuneration, you say? Don't all authors get compensated for their work? No, but here at the
Commander Club, for your published Member Spotlight, you will receive your choice of any item in our Dock Shop,
or a SuperDisc 10.0, Resource Collection, Volume One, or a burgee..

What’s In A Name:

We want to hear the story behind the name of your Commander. Send your stories
on over and we’ll share the stories in future Styled In Fiberglass publications. Please include photos with your stories to help tell the story or show the name on your boat. Send your stories to pr.commanderclub@gmail.com

Dock Shop:

Check out the Dock Shop for Commander Club Shirts, Mugs, Duffle bags and more. There
are also items available for specific models

Boat U.S. Membership Renewal:

If you are renewing your BoatU.S. Membership, be sure to
mention our Cooperating Group ID number GA85017B to get the specially reduced rate.

Hagerty Marine Insurance: 10% discount on insurance premiums to Commander Club
members. See for yourself. Call 800-762-2628 or email marine@hagerty.com
http://www.hagerty.com/Insurance/Classic-Boat-Insurance
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